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ABSTRACT
Using Program Visualization to Illuminate the Notional Machine
by
James A. Juett
Chair: Assistant Professor Georg Essl
Programming is an essential skill in computing and engineering fields, but many stu-
dents are not competent programmers even after completing initial programming courses.
They have difficulty writing correct code, and the skills they develop often turn out to be
fragile and do not generalize well to dealing with new problems. A key contributor to
this issue is the lack of “hands on” experience with the notional machine - the conceptual
computer on which their programs run. For many students, the computer is essentially a
black-box, and at best they receive very indirect feedback about what each part of their
code actually does at runtime.
We attack this problem using interactive program visualization, which illuminates the
notional machine and empowers students to have meaningful, hands-on experiences with
what their own code actually does at runtime. In this dissertation, we investigate design
choices that go into creating a program visualization tool to best support this approach.
In particular, we explore which conceptual models should be presented for expression
evaluation and subcall execution, what navigation controls should be offered, and how to
provide feedback when problems occur at runtime.
The contributions of this work are novel solutions to these questions and a large-scale
empirical study in an authentic educational setting that gives evidence they are effective.
We also present Labster, a web-based C++ program visualization system, which brings
together our innovations as well as successful techniques from the previous literature
into a working ensemble. Labster has proven effective as both an educational tool and a
platform for program visualization research.
vii
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Many students are not competent programmers even after completing initial programming courses.
On both language-independent and language-specific tests [1] designed to measure proficiency
with specifically those topics commonly taught in CS1 courses, students performed poorly. In
addition, failure rates in these courses are concerning. [2]
Students have difficulty reading and correctly understanding what code does (i.e. program
comprehension). In a large-scale, multi-national study [3], students who had completed an intro-
ductory course were tested on their ability to predict the behavior of code or to select the correct
completion for a partial code snippet. Average performance was disappointing and indicates many
students either do not possess the ability to mentally trace code or cannot do so with sufficient
accuracy/precision.
Several studies have also established that students perform poorly in code writing or design
tasks (i.e. program composition) [4]. Even when the task is relatively simple, such as averaging
a sequence of numbers (often known as the ”Rainfall Problem” following Soloway’s original for-
mulation [5]), many students are unable to compose a correct program to solve the problem on the
first try [6]. Knowledge and skills required for program comprehension and composition are linked
[7], and students’ ability to write programs relies upon their ability to trace and explain what code
does [6].
1.1 Why Do Students Struggle With Programming?
We will discuss some of the contributing factors to students’ difficulties with programming begin-
ning with two common themes in the literature: students’ understanding of programming language
constructs and students’ problem solving skills. To focus our argument, we consider the specific
implications of these themes for a characteristic example of students’ buggy code originally pre-
sented in [8] (see figure 1.1). In this example, a student has incorrectly implement a guard for
invalid input and their code ends up trying to print a result even though none could be computed.
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vo id func ( i n t income , c h a r m a r i t a l S t a t u s ){
i n t t a x ;
i f ( m a r i t a l S t a t u s == 'm' ) {
t a x = m a r r i e d ( income , t a x ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( m a r i t a l S t a t u s == ' s ' ) {
t a x = s i n g l e ( income , t a x ) ;
}
e l s e {
c o u t << ” I n v a l i d m a r i t a l s t a t u s . ” << e n d l ;
}
/ / Oops ! P r i n t s even when i n v a l i d !
c o u t << ” T o t a l t a x : ” << t a x << e n d l ;
}
Figure 1.1: Adapted from Spohrer and Soloway [8]. A buggy implementation of a function that
should compute and print income tax differently based on marital status. If the marital status is ‘m’
or ‘s’, an appropriate function should be called to compute the tax and then it should be printed.
However, if the marital status has any other value, an error message should be printed instead of
the total tax. This program behaves incorrectly because it attempts to print the total tax even if the
input was erroneous.
1.1.1 Language Constructs
Many introductory programming textbooks focus primarily on the details of a particular program-
ming language, often structured and organized around particular language constructs [9]. It seems
clear at least that the outcome of understanding language constructs is desirable, because they are
the basic building blocks available to students for writing programs.
However, the real question at hand is whether knowledge of language constructs (or lack
thereof) is a major factor in students’ difficulty with programming. The evidence suggests this
is not the case. Soloway and Spohrer [8] analyzed a collection of students’ buggy solutions to
simple problems and found no empirical support that most bugs come from misunderstanding lan-
guage constructs. An international, multi-institution study by Lister et al. is in line with this finding
[3].
Neither study investigated particularly complex language constructs, but the findings do estab-
lish novice programmers’ problems are not simply due to construct misconceptions. For example,
in the marital status program, students may completely understand the semantics of an if state-
ment, but still not catch that the output statements were outside the guard. This is not to say
learning about language constructs is not important or should not play a major part in introductory
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courses, but rather that the evidence points to other problems causing difficulty for programming
students.
1.1.2 Problem Solving
A potential explanation for students’ inability to compose correct programs even if they understand
individual language constructs is that they may lack the problem solving skills prerequisite for for-
mulating a correct solution. Essentially, in order to write a program to solve a problem, students
must first use generic problem solving skills to formulate the problem as an algorithm. This is not
necessarily a skill that is innately possessed and that may need greater attention in introductory
courses [10, 11]. Soloway [5] suggests teachers should explicitly teach students to correctly iden-
tify and isolate individual goals their code must achieve and should help them develop a toolkit of
effective plans (“stereotypical, canned solutions”) for realizing those goals.
However, considering that students have trouble programming solutions to even very simple
problems like the marital status example or averaging a sequence of numbers, the difficulties they
face cannot be purely a problem solving issue. The student certainly understands a correct solution
should not perform the same actions on invalid input. Most would likely realize what the problem
was if verbally walked through the execution of their algorithm on problematic input, but for some
reason were unable to detect the fault when writing the code.
Neither issues with language constructs or problem solving alone prove a satisfactory expla-
nation for programming students’ difficulties. To solve a problem with a program they must not
only formulate their solution strategy, but also translate it to an algorithm embodied as sequence
of programming constructs used together and in precisely the proper sequence. Even while it may
be the case that students appear to understand individual language constructs in isolation, more
subtle misconceptions or a lack of practice with putting them together become problematic. It
seems that even when beginning programmers can conceive workable solutions to a problem, the
real difficulty they have is mapping that solution to a working program or detecting flaws as they
are writing the code.
This observation brings us to the idea that students may not have a viable mental model of the
notional machine – a conceptual understanding of how programs actually work. Without this key
ingredient, students’ problem solving skills and knowledge of language constructs are irrelevant
- they may be able to work out a solution in the problem space, but they can’t conceptualize
or translate their solution to a program that implements the solution because they don’t have an
effective understanding of the artifact (i.e. the notional machine) they are programming.
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1.1.3 Understanding the Notional Machine
In programming, a “notional machine” is an idealized, hypothetical machine on which programs
run [12]. A notional machine serves as an abstraction to explain the way programs execute, and a
viable mental model of the notional machine is a prerequisite for both program comprehension and
composition tasks. However, students do not innately possess an effective model of a computer
[13]. In programming, there is often no clear “real-world” parallel to a particular concept, and the
analogies students tend to apply by intuition often lead to non-viable mental models. Even as they
learn, novice programmers’ mental models of a notional machine are likely to be “incomplete,
unscientific, deficient, lacking in firm boundaries, and liable to change at any time.” [14].
As such, developing a viable model of the notional machine must constantly be kept in sight
as one of the objectives for students in programming courses. Unfortunately, it seems that present
teaching strategies are not leading students to develop adequate mental models of the notional
machine, as they perform poorly in code comprehension tasks like tracing program execution or
checking correctness [3]. These skills are prerequisite to effectively solving problems by writing
programs, and in particular are essential for translating an algorithm into a working program.
The core problem is that many students only experience the notional machine as a ”black-box”.
If they only learn individual language constructs in isolation, students fail to gain an appreciation
for the notional machine that defines the way constructs work together as components in a program
as a whole. Furthermore, a student in a traditional setting writes a program, attempts to compile
it, and runs it - the only pieces of feedback they receive are compiler errors/warnings and program
output. Neither of these provide much, if any, insight into what a program actually does when
it runs. At best, students are left trying to infer dynamic properties of their programs from static,
textual code and verbal descriptions of what it should do. Without a window into what is happening
at runtime, students’ construction of mental models of the notional machine is hindered.
Ultimately, problem solving should not be done solely in order to produce program code that
generates the correct output for particular input cases. Beginning programmers may find a certain
degree of ”success” with this approach, but without an appreciation for the dynamic program de-
fined by their source code, students will develop fragile schemas for program construction. That is,
they may find a workable solution after rearranging constructs a few times, but this almost certainly
will not generalize to an approach that works well for novel programs. The end goal of program-
ming education, at least, has never been working program code - it has been the development of
mental models and skills to comprehend and write working programs in the future.
Our goal is thus to find the most effective ways for students to ”get to know” the notional
machine intimately, in the spirit that du Boulay [15] expressed:
“A running program is a kind of mechanism and it takes quite a long time to learn the
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relation between a program on the page and the mechanism it describes. It’s just as
hard as trying to understand how a car engine works from a diagram in a text book.
Only some familiarity with wheels, cranks, gears, bearings, etc. and “getting one’s
hands grubby,” gives the power to imagine the working mechanism described by the
diagram and crucially, to relate a broken engine’s failure to work to malfunctions in its
unseen innards.”
1.2 Program Visualization
In what follows, we discuss the approach of using program visualization to give students “hands
on”, interactive experiences with the notional machine that aid them in knowledge construction
and becoming more proficient programmers.
1.2.1 The Power of Visualization
Most computer science educators regularly use visualizations in their teaching and believe in the
power of those visualizations to augment traditional learning [16]. A visualization can provide
richer resources for learning than text alone, and can be more intuitive to students if it leverages
metaphors students are familiar with (e.g. using an arrow to represent a pointer, representing
an array as spatially consecutive elements). Students are also encouraged to draw out diagrams
on their own when tasked with understanding a complex piece of code. For example, memory
diagrams are a standard tool for illustrating complex relationships between different parts of a
program’s state.
Visual representations can also help to manage complexity for the novice programmer. If a
programmer is attempting to mentally trace through code execution, they must keep track of many
different aspects of a dynamic program including the function call stack, which statement is cur-
rently executing, and the values of variables. Many of these may not be immediately relevant, but
still must somehow be tracked to keep a mental simulation coherent. Keeping track of all this in-
formation puts a serious strain on the capacity of human working memory, especially for beginning
students. Both text-based and visual representations can be used to help students track information
while tracing through code, but visual approaches can additionally leverage the strength of human
visual processing. The old adage, “A picture is worth a thousand words” comes time mind.
When instructors use diagrams to illustrate what is going “inside the computer” when a pro-
gram runs, their essential goal is go beyond the source code and give students a peek into the
notional machine. This lifts the space for discussion, learning, and problem solving away from the
source code. Schemas that students develop for understanding or writing programs at this level
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will almost certainly exhibit fragility in the general case, since patterns in source code do not line
up with patterns in behavior. Instead, students should be thinking about their code as instructions
for what the notional machine should do at runtime. An understanding of programs in this context
will be much more robust.
1.2.2 Program Visualization Tools
Program visualization tools aid in the production of visualizations relevant to programming con-
cepts. For example, a system may automatically generate a visualization of a running program
that a teacher would regularly have to laboriously draw out by hand. Many different varieties of
visualization systems exist (see e.g. [17], ), but our work is focused on generic program visual-
ization systems as described in Sorva’s review [18]. This kind of system can visualize most any
code written in its target language and is able to give a holistic view of the notional machine as it
dynamically executes program code. We also focus on systems that are highly interactive and sup-
port visualization of students own code. These systems fundamentally transform the experience
students have when learning to write programs by providing an environment where running their
code is a truly “hands on” experience with the notional machine.
The benefit of “hands on” experience is recognized in many fields. A surgeon cannot effec-
tively learn to operate on real patients just by reading books or listening to an expert’s description
of the process. Likewise, it is difficult for students to master programming simply from a writ-
ten description of what each programming language construct does. Instead, students should learn
from direct experiences with the notional machine. We can crystallize this idea through a construc-
tivist lens - students are not passive receivers of knowledge, but rather must be active participants
and construct knowledge as a reaction to the experiences they have. A written description of how a
piece of code is executed is little more than a second hand account of someone else’s understand-
ing of the notional machine. Experiences with words describing the notional machine is much less
rich a material for knowledge construction than access to the notional machine itself.
1.3 Designing Program Visualization Tools
A well-designed program visualization tool must provide students with interactive, “hands-on” ex-
periences from which they can construct an understanding of programming. They must be allowed
to approach problem solving through programming as an activity focused on the behavior of the
notional machine and not just as an exercise in writing source code. To support this, the tool must
illuminate the notional machine by making clear precisely how the dynamic program works at run-
time - turning the black-box into a glass-box. It is essential for students to actively engage with the
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visualization and to be able to work with code they themselves write. Finally, the process must be
“effortless” and not burden students with any unnecessary overhead that might hinder the learning
process. These principles are summarized in Figure 1.2, discussed briefly below, and explored at
length throughout this dissertation.
Principle Description
Illuminate the Notional Machine A visualization must make clear precisely how each part of a
dynamic program executes and how they work together at
runtime - turning the black-box into a glass-box by illuminating
the notional machine.
Interaction with Dynamic
Programs
The visualization must provide an interactive, “hands on”
experience with dynamic programs and should be used in a way
that encourages students to actively engage in learning.
Work with Own Code Students write and work with their own code to support an
individualized learning experience that is intimately tied to their
current understanding, and they are able to refine that
understanding based on what they see and do in the
visualization.
Effortless Visualization No extra overhead required to run, visualize, or interact with
programs, which might otherwise hinder students’ learning.
Figure 1.2: General principles of a successful approach to program visualization pedagogical
approach for learning about the notional machine via interactive program simulation. Each is
necessary for a high-quality learning experience and should be addressed by individual aspects of
a program visualization.
1.3.1 Illuminating the Notional Machine
In a traditional setting, the notional machine is essentially a black box to students. The limited
feedback they get from program output (or error messages if something goes wrong) does little to
help them learn about what their program is actually doing at runtime. Students essentially face a
prohibitive attribution problem - they don’t know why their program does or doesn’t work because
they can’t see what the code is actually doing. We seek to eliminate this problem by illuminating
the notional machine, so that the black-box becomes a glass box. Specifically, program visualiza-
tion provides a way to give students interactive, “hands on” experiences with conceptual models
of the notional machine, which they use in turn to construct their own understanding.
The notional machine is a complex artifact, and the design of a program visualization sys-
tem involves several choices about how to best illuminate the way it works. The primary goal of
this dissertation is to investigate the design choices that go into creating an interactive program
visualization to illuminate the notional machine. In particular, we explore which conceptual mod-
els should be presented for expression evaluation and subcall execution, what navigation controls
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should be offered, and how to provide feedback when problems occur at runtime. We discuss
these issues at length throughout this work. In particular, section 4 further explores the goal and
general strategies for illuminating the notional machine and sections 7-9 describe our experimental
investigations into specific techniques.
1.3.2 Interaction with Dynamic Programs
In addition to opening up the black-box so that students have a clearer picture of the notional
machine, we also strive to give them the opportunity to interact with their programs as they run
on the notional machine. The importance of this is grounded in the theories of active learning and
constructivism – students must actively engage with material and construct an understanding based
on their experiences. Learner engagement and interaction is also one of the most discussed topics
in the algorithm and program visualization literature. As expressed in the influential report of a
working group at ITiCSE 2002 [16], ”...visualization technology, no matter how well it is designed,
is of little educational value unless it engages learners in an active learning activity.”
Much research work concerning engagement with educational visualizations has been struc-
tured around proposed taxonomies of engagement [16, 19, 20, 18] that frame certain kinds of
engagment into categories. Experiments (see e.g. [21, 18]) have provided support for the core
idea of the engagement hypothesis - namely that viewing a visualization is better than not viewing
one at all, and that it is important for students to actively control the visualization. Higher levels
of engagement (e.g. responding, applying, constructing) have also been found more effective in
certain contexts, but there is not enough evidence to conclude they are categorically better.
We discuss interaction with program visualization and learner engagement further in section
2.4.
1.3.3 Working with Own Code
A major component of our approach is that students are able to perform any visualization and
interaction activities with code that they themselves have written. Students will be fundamentally
more invested in content they have had a hand in generating, and the experience they have with
the visualization is responsive to their current mental model which was used to write the code.
Misconceptions that students hold will be exposed when their code is run and are able to refine
their understanding in response. Allowing students to freely work with their own content also
enables them to explore what-if questions as they come up and removes the sole reliance on an
instructor preparing a small set of examples ahead of time that must somehow be relevant to all
students.
We discuss the implications of students working with their own code further in section 4.4.
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1.3.4 Effortless Visualization
One of the main obstacles to the adoption of visualization tools in mainstream education is the
large amount of time that may be required to produce quality visualizations, as well as the amount
of overhead work required for students to use them [16]. As such, a design goal of any program
visualization system should be to minimize the amount of up front time and work that must be
invested for the visualization can be used. A system is called “effortless” if it achieves this goal. A
thorough discussion of effortlessness in existing systems and throughout the literature is given by
Ihantola et al. [22] who also describe a taxonomy of effortless creation of algorithm visualizations.
It is important to stress that an effortless approach to program visualization does not and should
not attempt to remove the need for “effort” on the part of the learner. Active engagement, which is
essential for high quality learning, involves a great deal of effort! Rather, the effortless approach
is to eliminate unnecessary effort required to use a system, but not related to the learning process.
Once this is accomplished, students can focus their effort on the most important aspects of the
learning process. In particular, students must be able to work with and visualize their own code
without having to do any extra work (e.g. adding annotations to code, setting up the visualization,
etc.).
We discuss the literature on effortless visualization further in section 2.5.
1.4 The Labster System
In order to evaluate our approach, we needed a concrete realization each of the techniques men-
tioned above. As such, we designed the ”Labster” program visualization system. In short, Labster
is a web-based program visualization system that supports students visualizing and interacting with
their own code in the c++ language. No installation is required, and using it is as simple as visiting
a web-page. Labster serves both directly as an educational tool, but also as a research platform to
evaluate both our overall approach and individual techniques for illuminating the notional machine.
We have integrated interactive exercises using Labster into the coursework for the EECS 280 -
“Programming and Introductory Data Structures” course at the University of Michigan. We report
results from an ongoing evaluation in this context through a large-scale between subjects quasi-
experiment. Students’ response to the system has been positive, and results show using the tool
has a significant impact on students’ learning outcomes.
1.5 Dissertation Overview
The unifying and guiding research question for this work is:
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“How do design choices for illuminating the notional machine in interactive program
visualization systems affect students learning outcomes in introductory programming
courses?”
The primary goal of this dissertation is to investigate the design choices that go into creating an
interactive program visualization with the primary goal of illuminating the notional machine. In
particular, we explore which conceptual models should be presented for expression evaluation and
subcall execution, what navigation controls should be offered, and how to provide feedback when
problems occur at runtime.
In chapter 2, we describe background in learning theory, programming education, and pro-
gram visualization that is relevant to our work. In chapter 3, we give a brief overview of several
contemporary program visualization systems.
In chapter 4, we further motivate the goal of learning about the notional machine and its im-
plications for program visualization, as well as discuss our broad approach to investigating design
choices for program visualization systems in order to better illuminate the notional machine. In
chapter 5, we provide a brief overview of the Labster program visualization system, which was
created as part of this work and in order to support our experimental investigations. In chapter 6,
we describe our experimental methodology.
In chapter 7, we present a novel approach to visualizing expression evaluation “in situ”. Since
a major function of the notional machine is to perform computations by evaluating expressions,
it is important for a visualization system to present a conceptual model of expression evaluation
that shows the fine details of each computation in an intuitive fashion. Our approach is based on a
term-rewriting model, but also brings the source code for the expression itself to life as a dynamic
visualization in the context where students will actually encounter expressions. We also describe
an evaluation the effectiveness of this approach for improving students code-tracing skills.
In chapter 8, we investigate the decision of which conceptual model to present for function
calls and the call stack, and how to represent them visually. To ground our discussion, we review
the literature on students’ understanding of recursion and active/passive control flow. We then
present the novel codestack model used to represent the call stack in Labster and an experimen-
tal comparison with the static source model used in most contemporary program visualizations
systems.
In chapter 9, we explore the the impact of the kinds of navigation controls provided by a visu-
alization system and how they affect student learning. Considerable evidence supports the general
idea of allowing students to control a visualization, and many contemporary systems support this
to some extent, but little work has been done to experimentally investigate the learning impact of
specific mechanisms for navigation. We describe initial results from an empirical evaluation of
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two different versions of the Labster program visualization system, one with very basic controls
and another with full featured navigation.
In chapter 10, we summarize and review the findings of this dissertation and discuss directions
for future work.
1.6 Summary of Contributions
A brief summary of the contributions of this dissertation.
• The Labster system, a web-based, interactive program visualization system for the C++ lan-
gugage that supports students working with their own code. Labster has proven effective as
both an educational tool and a platform for program visualization research.
• Several novel approaches to program visualization, including “in-situ” expression evalua-
tion, the code stack model of subcall execution, “point+click” navigation, and static/dynamic
analysis for improved feedback. These, as well as other successful approaches from the pre-
vious literature are realized as an ensemble in the Labster system. (See figure 4.2.)
• An approach that emphasizes illuminating the notional machine as one of the major princi-
ples of effective program visualization alongside interaction, working with own content, and
effortlessness. (See figure 1.2.)
• A large-scale empirical study in an authentic educational setting that supports our approach.
Our key results include:
– Students working with Labster in lab activities saw improvements in confidence and
code-tracing skills over students who performed the same tasks without visualization,
and also felt that the work they did was more effective.
– The code stack model used in Labster improves learning outcomes compared to the
static source model used in many contemporary program visualization systems.
– A system with full-featured navigation controls drastically improves students subjec-
tive experience with program visualization and leads to improved learning outcomes as
compared to a system with very basic navigation controls.
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CHAPTER 2
Background
2.1 Learning Theory
Throughout this work, we refer to several theories of learning. This section provides a brief
overview and introduction to these theories, in particular as they are relevant to programming
education and pertinent for the design of program visualizations.
2.1.1 Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Objectives
One of the most foundational works in the educational literature is Bloom’s Taxonomy of Ed-
ucational Objectives [23], originally published in 1956. The taxonomy describes six different
objectives within the cognitive domain, in increasing order of complexity and abstractness: knowl-
edge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. It is assumed that students
will generally approach and achieve the objectives in an ordered fashion, with the higher-level
objectives required for achieving the fullest matery of a topic.
In 2001, a substantial revision to the taxonomy was published [24]. The revised taxonomy is
two-dimensional and separates out the kind of knowledge under consideration (factual, conceptual,
procedural, and metacognitive) from the original cognitive process dimension. The categories in
the cognitive process dimension were renamed using a verb form to more precisely express their
relation to what kind of learning activity the learner is participating in. The new categories of
this dimension are remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, create. The create category
(previously synthesis) was moved to the highest-level objective, replacing evaluation. In both the
original and revised taxonomies, the six levels of the cognitive process dimension were further sub-
divided into 19 subcategories, each of which represents a more specific kind of learning objective.
For example, evaluation is divided into checking and critiquing.
The taxonomy can be used as a lens to understand the learning objectives as they appear specif-
ically in programming education. In the knowledge dimension, factual knowledge may concern
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individual aspects or building blocks of a program (e.g. language constructs, whether a language is
compiled or interpreted, properties of datatypes), whereas conceptual knowledge involves the re-
lationships between them and the way they work together in a program as a whole. The latter also
involves an understanding of a program as a dynamic entity at runtime. Procedural knowledge in-
volves the processes and skills students will develop as they become more practiced programmers
and internalize strategies for solving common types of problems. Finally, students may approach
metacognitive objectives by reflecting on the way they think about programming, for example by
explicitly identifying and codifying programming strategies they use.
We will not discuss each of the 19 specific categories along the cognitive process dimension
here, but we provide a few examples to illustrate the kinds of learning objectives that might appear
in programming education. Lower-level objectives at the remembering level include the semantics
of individual constructs in isolation (e.g. which operator performs what operation), or at the under-
standing level, classifying constructs as either expressions, statements, or declarations. Carrying
out mental traces of program code exemplifies the application level. Higher-level objectives tend to
match the general activities one expects an expert programmer to conduct in practice. Debugging
essentially amounts to analyzing code piece by piece, while evaluating might entail judging code
on style or computational efficiency. Finally, writing programs is of course an exercise in creating.
As with the taxonomy in general, low-level objectives in programming education must often be
mastered before higher-level objectives are approachable. For example, experienced programmers
often rely on mental traces of code when trying to understand and write programs.
Much has been said about Bloom’s Taxonomy and learning objectives in computer science
courses and their design (see e.g. [25, 26, 27]). Bloom’s taxonomy also informs the design of
the engagement taxonomies, [16] which we discuss further below. Other work attempts to assess
whether Bloom’s Taxonomy can be applied to computer science [28] and a taxonomy for learn-
ing objectives specifically tailored to computer science education has also been proposed [29] that
takes into account particular emphases on things like the creation of tangible artifacts (i.e. pro-
grams).
2.1.2 The Theory of Active Learning
The theory of active learning frames the learning process as one in which the student is an active
participant rather than just a passive receiver of knowledge. In particular, higher order learning
objectives like analyzing, evaluating, and creating require the learner to take on an active role.
The benefits of active learning have been studied extensively in classroom settings and are well
supported by empirical evidence [30]. Furthermore, increases in the number of students who un-
derstand a particular topic after incorporating active learning can be quite pronounced (e.g. [31]).
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While much of the research on active learning has focused on classroom settings, it is reasonable
to think the underlying principles are applicable to electronic resources such as program visual-
izations in whatever setting they are used. In particular, much of the literature on engagement in
algorithm and program visualization (see e.g. [16]) is rooted in the theory of active learning.
2.1.3 Constructivism
The fundamental assumption of constructivism is that the learning process is one in which knowl-
edge and understanding are actively constructed by a learner – it is not enough to receive and store
information. Learning experiences and the way they are perceived by a student are essentially the
raw materials out of which knowledge is constructed. The goal of constructivist learning is to al-
low students to incrementally refine their understanding toward viability. The practical application
of constructivism to education is to design educational and instructional materials that facilitate a
learner’s construction of their own viable mental model.
The knowledge construction process works incrementally as a student combines new informa-
tion and experiences with their existing cognitive framework. As each student brings a different
background, their construction process is necessarily unique. It is essential to provide individu-
alized learning experiences that are responsive to where each student is coming from and which
allow their understanding to grow and reshape to accommodate new information and insights. The
use of a program visualization tool has the potential to affect this process, including in particular
the representations they use to understand how program execution works [32].
An instructor’s role in constructivist education not simply providing students with raw mate-
rials (i.e. information), but guiding their construction process. This involves the presentation of
particular material, examples, practice problems, etc. in order to best lead students to tease out the
misconceptions in their own mental models. This requires attention to each student as an individ-
ual because each student has different background knowledge and personal learning style. Every
student will struggle with a unique set of misconceptions, and some students will take longer to ar-
rive at a viable model or require more guidance to do so than others. A major challenge in modern
education is providing this sort of guidance in a way that scales. Program visualization provides
a step in the right direction because it allows students to receive much richer feedback about what
code does without direct intervention by an instructor. If students are able to have interactive,
“hands on” experiences with the artifact they are leaning about (i.e. the notional machine), they
can often discover much on their own that a teacher would otherwise have to explain.
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2.1.4 Constructionism
Papert’s theory of constructionism [33] suggests that students learn as builders of artifacts. Hands-
on experience with the construction of an external entity naturally supports a student’s internal
construction of knowledge. Program visualization tools provide a natural context for this sort of
work to occur as students can iteratively write code and test it out in a live environment. On the
other hand, students completing traditional programming exercises on a black-box computer are
only able look at the entity (i.e. the program) they are constructing from a very limited perspective.
They are only allowed to examine their creation as static code, but not in its true form as a dynamic
program executing at runtime.
2.1.5 Inductive vs. Deductive Learning
Educational activities or instructional techniques can often be classified as either deductive or
inductive. In a deductive approach, students are first presented with general principle (e.g. a
theorem) and then given examples to illustrate the application of that principle. In an inductive
approach, on the other hand, students first observe specific phenomena or attack concrete problems
which motivate and eventually lead into the discussion of general principles. While tradition and
current practice both seem to favor the deductive approach, research has shown inductive methods
are often more effective [34].
Active learning is often a necessary component in an inductive approach - the investigative
process involved is inherently active. Inductive methods are also in line with constructivist thinking
as they present the student with particular experiences that allow them to build up and refine their
understanding (rather than a deductive prescription of a “correct” way to think about something).
Inductive learning can also alleviate the tendency of students to question why a particular topic
is important because the progression beginning with concrete problems or examples illustrates
the need for more abstract conceptual principles to deal. Students are more motivated to learn a
concept when they clearly understand why it is important (see e.g. [35, 36]).
An approach in which students interact with a visualization of programs they write involves
inductive learning. Consider a student whose end goal may be to develop the skills needed to
solve problems that require array traversal and manipulation. First, the student may be tasked with
writing a simple loop that prints out each element in the array. Then, they may move onto more
complex problems like adding up or averaging all the elements in the array. From these exercises,
students will begin to develop an intuition (i.e. schemas) for understanding and writing code to
traverse loops. They may induce patterns from their experience, such as the accumulator pattern for
combining elements. These patterns will be more deeply meaningful since the student discovered
it on their own to solve a problem and inherently understands why it was needed.
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2.1.6 Cognitive Load Theory and Learned Schemas
Cognitive Load Theory [37, 38] provides insight into the role human information processing and
working memory play in the learning process, in particular as limited mental resources that must
be used wisely to maximize the effectiveness of learning and teaching. Limits on working memory
are well known - the most prominent result being the “magical number seven, plus or minus two”
[39] which denotes the number of elements that can be held in working memory at a given time.
Cognitive load has also been studied in programming contexts. For example, in one study [40] 30%
of students’ debugging breakdowns were tied to attentional problems such as loss of situational
awareness or working memory strain.
Strategies exist for coping with these cognitive limitations. Learned schemas allow thinkers
to group together many individual pieces of information into “chunks” (i.e. meaningful aggregate
elements), because the essential limit is on the number of elements that can be held in working
memory and not necessarily on their complexity. Abstraction plays an important role in that only
certain high-level aspects of complex elements need to be actively considered for solving a partic-
ular problem. In order for an abstraction to be successful, a chunk must consist of information that
cohesively forms together as a meaningful whole.
It is fitting to note the unique role abstraction plays in the field of computer science and pro-
gramming in particular. It appears both as lens for viewing chunked concepts and also directly as
a programming technique [41]. Layers upon layers of abstraction are required to approach many
problems in the field. For example, one may write code to implement a pathfinding algorithm as
a combination of simpler algorithms and operations on abstract data types built up as meaningful
groupings of data/operations, which are in turn implemented using a high-level programming lan-
guage that abstracts the details of machine code, which in turn is another level of abstraction on
top of several more dealing with computer architecture, digital circuitry, etc. Learned schemas also
inform the way an experienced programmer would approach solving this problem, in particular the
abstractions selected for both data and procedures.
Expert programmers appear to be more well equipped to use these kinds of tools to manage
cognitive load when programming. An experiment by McKeithen et al. [42] found that expert
programmers were able to recall far more information than novices after briefly examining mean-
ingful program code. This suggests experts may have better developed schemas that allow them
to organize code into meaningful chunks as they read it. Other works provides evidence that the
organization of programming concepts differs between novice and expert programmers [43], and
that expert programmings tend to organize concepts in an abstract semantic way while novices
rely on syntax [44]. Expert programmers also make use of beacons [45], which are recognizable
features in program code that can be used to identify a particular technique or algorithm (e.g. a
two way swap, the accumulator pattern). An essential consideration in programming education
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should be how to best support learners in their creation of these kinds of meaningful and effective
schemas, abstractions, and procedural skills that experts use to aid in program comprehension and
composition.
Both inductive and deductive approaches can be taken to help students develop learned schemas.
Soloway [5] recommended the explicit teaching of goals and plans, common problems code must
solve and ”stereotypical, canned solutions” for solving them. However, this deductive approach
can be problematic. An instructor can try to explain to students the identifying characteristics of
each goal and the rules for applying a corresponding plan, but the understanding will not be as intu-
itive or as deeply held as if students had inductively “discovered” the goal/plan pair for themselves.
Essentially, schemas cannot be transferred from a teacher to learners - they must be constructed
by the learner themselves. Playing along with the metaphor, each student must do the “canning”
process on their own rather than buying a canned plan off the shelf. Of course, students should still
be encouraged to think metacognitively about the libraries of goals and plans they are developing
as they learn.
2.1.7 Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning
The cognitive theory of multimedia learning (see [46]) informs the design of electronic educa-
tional resources to best accommodate the underlying cognitive processes by which people learn.
The three major assumptions of the theory are that people possess dual channels for processing
textual/verbal information, that the channels have limited capacity, and that the learning process is
one in which people actively engage in cognitive processing of received information.
According to the limited capacity assumption, while multimedia can be more effective than text
alone, the inclusion of extra media can potentially contribute to cognitive overload of the learner’s
limited processing capacity. Several types of cognitive overload and suggestions for alleviating
each are discussed in [47].
Following the active engagement assumption, the design goal of electronic resources should
first and foremost to give learners the tools to actively construct their own mental model of the
concepts they are learning. For example, evidence shows that an influential factor in the success of
algorithm visualization software is whether the visualization engages students in an active learning
activity [48, 16]. However, multimedia do not always encourage active learning and can even be
detrimental in some cases [49]. Embedded audio/video are susceptible to this problem if they allow
a student to zone-out or are presented in ways that strain a student’s attention span.
It is best to approach the incorporation of multimedia from a learner-centered, rather than
technology-centered, perspective [50]. From a technology-centered perspective, the focus is on
finding ways to use technologies to present educational material. While this may often seem to
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be a positive contribution on the surface, it does not always translate to better learning, especially
if the technology does not promote active learning. In learner-centered design, the design starts
with an understanding of the cognitive processes by which people learn and only incorporates
technologies as it aids in those processes. As such, the question to ask when including multimedia
in educational resources is not “How can we best represent this concept?” but rather “How can
we best help the learner to construct their own coherent understanding of the concept?” The
implication for program visualization is that we should not visualize something just because we
can, but should instead consider which conceptual models and aspects of the notional machine
should be visualized to best allow students to learn about programming.
2.2 Fragile Knowledge in Programming
An understanding composed of fragile knowledge is one that may apply without problem in some
cases but does not generalize well. It appears satisfactory during the learning process and is to
some degree accepted by the learner, but will inevitably break down or make incorrect predictions
in future scenarios that are sensitive to the particular flaws it has. Both misconceptions and mis-
takes can be related to fragility of the knowledge encoded in an individual’s mental model of the
concepts at hand. From the constructivist viewpoint, a misconception is seen as a point at which
an individual’s mental model makes a certain set of deviant predictions from those accepted by
the larger academic community. Mistakes, on the other hand, are more transient errors that occur
during the application of an otherwise viable mental model in a particular situation.
Perkins and Martin [51] discuss the role of fragile knowledge in programming in depth. They
describe several different types of fragility that play a part in students’ struggles with writing cor-
rect code. Students may fail to utilize knowledge either because it is missing (i.e. never learned
or forgotten) or because it is inert (i.e. not retrieved and applied to the task at hand). A students
mental model may falter if knowledge is applied inappropriately, either by being misplaced (i.e.
applied in the wrong context) or conglomerated (i.e. combined incompatibly with other knowl-
edge). These specific kinds of fragility can be generally seen either as misconceptions or mistakes,
but individual bugs may also involve aspects of several different types of fragility.
2.2.1 Misconceptions and Mistakes
In programming contexts, even a very small misconception can have immediate, catastrophic con-
sequences. The true, internal computational models students attempt to learn are often strictly
defined such that any bug at all can lead to incorrect results. While this is the way determinis-
tic computation has to work, it can often be discouraging to the novice programmer. Perhaps even
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more unfortunately, there are also cases in which a deviation from the correct computational model
may be innocuous in all but a few cases – but in those few, can cause a program to fail completely.
For code reading purposes as well, programmers need understand the details of the notional ma-
chine and work very precisely in order to correctly predict the behavior of a particular piece of
code.
For example, consider a student whose model does not correctly account for the subtle differ-
ences between passing parameters by value and by reference. The students model will be able to
handle functions without incident unless the function modifies the value of one of the parameters
and the argument passed to the function is later read. When this happens, the bug doesn’t even
manifest as a parameter passing issue - the apparent effect at first glance is that an unrelated vari-
able has the wrong value. In fact, it is not immediately clear how one could properly trace the
bug back to its source without referring to a conceptual model of the notional machine to reason
backward through the program.
Simple misconceptions, such as those concerning individual language constructs, are not the
only possible flaw in a mental model of the notional machine. If students are only exposed to
each language construct in isolation, the result will likely be a fragmented understanding that will
be fragile when applied to real programming problems. Even if a student possesses a correct
understanding of each construct’s semantics, it may not allows them to effectively write a program
or check its correctness once written (e.g. by mentally tracing its execution). To avoid these sorts
of misconceptions, each language concept should be presented as a part of a larger picture - a single
model of the notional machine that describes how programs execute in a language. The notional
machine provides a holistic context for individual constructs and make it more natural to combine
them together into complex programs.
Even if students have a correct understanding of programming concepts, they may still make
mistakes when writing programs. Rather than a systematic flaw in a student’s knowledge, a mistake
may just be a result of not enough practice. Students who are learning to program are not just
collecting a set of rules for how the notional machine, but they are also developing skills for
reading and writing programs, which are realized bit by bit rather than all at once. For example,
a student might understand the semantic difference between pass-by-value and pass-by-reference
parameters, but still not have fully developed the intuition and skills involved in consistently using
them correctly in practice.
2.2.2 Bugs and Debugging
Bugs are an expression of students’ fragile knowledge in programming. The essence of debugging
is usually thought of as the process through which one identifies undesirable behavior in a program,
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tracks down the source of the problem, and fixes the issue. In an educational setting, it is also
important to emphasize debugging as learning process. If the bug arose out of some misconception
in a student’s programming knowledge, identifying the misconception as the root cause of the
bug and correcting the students understanding is crucial. That is, debugging an actual program
is only useful insofar as it supports “cognitive debugging” via the location and elimination of
misconceptions in the learner’s mental model. It is not enough that the student’s program becomes
bug free, because the end goal is the content and viability of the students mental model - not the
content of their program! Of course, the former entails the latter since the quality of students
programs follows from the quality of their understanding, but the converse is not true. McCauley
et al. provide a review of the literature on debugging and discuss implications for pedagogy and
future research [52].
Programming bugs can be categorized by the types of errors in which they result. Syntax
errors occur when the rules governing the set of symbols and/or acceptable structure for a program
are violated. Semantic errors occur when a syntactically correct program is unable to produce
a meaningful result because the semantic rules of the language do not define such a result (e.g.
division by zero). These errors may be detected either at compile- or run-time, but are always
conspicuous to the user (that is, it is obvious an error has occurred, but often not what is actually
the root cause of the error!). A major class of semantic errors are type errors in which an operation
is attempted with values of a type for which it is not defined. Different languages make various
guarantees of type safety, most commonly in that they preclude certain kinds of type errors from
happening in a program that successfully compiles in accordance with that language’s type system.
Logical errors occur when a program runs without producing a conspicuous error (i.e. no error
message or program crash) but produces an incorrect result, which may or may not be obvious.
The manner in which tools designed to aid debugging inform a user of a possible bug can have
significant implications for the productivity and academic growth of programming students. An
empricial comparison by Robertson et al. [53] show that negotiated-style interruptions, in which a
user is informed of a possible error but not forced to handle it right away, are superior for debugging
contexts compared to immediate-style interruptions that require a user to address an issue before
moving on to anything else. In particular, users who were provided negotiated-style interruptions
attained better comprehension, showed increased productivity, and were reasonably effective at
determining when a program was bug free (the immediate-style group was not). Robertson et
al. postulate the immediate-style interruptions had strained users’ short term memories. This
is detrimental in its own right, but also may deter users from employing debugging strategies
with high short-term memory requirements. As such, they believe immediate-stle interruptions
“promote over-reliance on local, shallow, problem-solving strategies. Other work also suggests
attention and short-term memory play a crucial role in debugging processes [40].
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2.2.3 Abductive Learning
The use of abductive reasoning may also play a role in the fragility of students understanding of
programming. Abductive reasoning, as formulated by C.S. Peirce [54], is the process of adopting
hypotheses that, when combined with previous knowledge, are apparently sufficient to explain ob-
served phenomena, even if they are not necessary to do so (i.e. other, perhaps better, explanations
may exist). Abductive reasoning can be used to very quickly generate explanations of novel phe-
nomena, but at the cost of robustness because the explanations are ad-hoc adaptations of previous
knowledge that often do not hold up in the general case.
Students often use abductive reasoning when they are learning to program. They interpret pro-
grams in accordance with their previous knowledge of the natural world or everyday life. This can
be a potent tool for the beginning programmer - natural assumptions about the notional machine
are easy to make and take little effort, and many turn out to be at least mostly correct. If students
were to stop and verify every assumption they made, learning would progress at a much slower
pace.
However, abductive learning can potentially lead to fragile knowledge, especially for learning
activities that only give an indirect view of the subject matter. Learners may attribute meaning
or significance to superficial similarities between specific observations and unrelated knowledge
they already possesses for understanding other domains. In essence, their explanations may be
overfit to a small amount of information. Furthermore, learners often fail to detect when there are
flaws in their explanations and and generally do not perform thorough testing of the assumptions
they make, if they are aware they are making them at all. These problems are compounded by
the tendency of abductive explanations to override or inhibit learning from other means, such as
formal, written descriptions of the way systems work. [55]
Taylor studied students learning to program in Prolog [56] and their use of abductive reason-
ing. In order to be effective Prolog programmers, students must have an understanding of both
the declarative and procedural nature of the language. Based on observations of students, Taylor
contends they do not have these understandings - rather, they attempt to adapt previous ways of
understanding the real world and discourse between humans to account for the behavior of Prolog
programs. This approach can be helpful and is sufficient for some problems, but is ultimately frag-
ile when the deviation of Prolog’s formal behavior from students intuitive assumptions becomes
significant.
The “superbug” described by Pea [57] - an assumption that the computer is able to intuitively
understand their intent - can be seen as a specific example of abductive reasoning gone awry.
The superbug may arise from learners’ application of strategies for participating in and processing
human discourse to writing programs. The majority of everyday communication in which humans
engage allows for details to be left to tacit interpretation and passes through a filter of common
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sense. However, because programs are written in formal languages, the computer does not have
any capacity to interpret any part of an algorithm that is not explicitly specified or to question a
specification that seems unlikely to be what the programmer wanted (or to even know what that
is!). Unlike another human in a conversation, the computer cannot ask for clarification if one of
the previous situations occurs.
Thinking and working in the space of source code, which offers only an indirect view of what
programs actually do, negatively affects the quality of abductive learning. Patterns in source code
do not always translate to patterns in run-time behavior (and vice-versa), and an explanation formed
to explain apparent phenomena in source code may be less powerful or even incoherent in terms
of actual behavior at runtime. Superficial features in source code may be granted inappropriate or
misplaced significance [12]. Problems with fragility in learned explanations are also exacerbated,
since the explanations are not built on direct experiences with the notional machine, which the
artifact students are really trying to explain in the first place.
Figure 2.1: An brief example showing the use of the & operator. Because too little information is
given, abductive learning from this example may lead to a fragile understanding.
As an example, consider the case of learning how to use the indirection (*) and address-of
(&) operators in C++, a topic with which students often struggle. The code shown in figure 2.1
gives a short example illustrating the use of & to print the address of a variable. One explanation
students could form in this case would be something along the lines of “use & whenever I want an
address value”. This is sufficient to explain the situation at hand, and actually works fairly often,
but is certainly fragile in the general case. If a separate pointer that holds an address as its value,
applying the & operator gets the address of the pointer itself rather than the address it holds.
One approach to improving misconceptions is to provide more examples for students to learn
from. Examples can also be strategically selected by an instructor to cover tricky cases or to
provide counterexamples against faulty explanations students are prone to adopt. Unfortunately,
this is not a pancea. If the additional information is given as several separate examples, students
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may begin to develop non-viable explanations before seeing all the evidence and are faced with
the challenge of reconciling piecemeal explanations that may not work well together. If more
complex examples are used, students may either suffer from cognitive overload or resort to more
complicated explanations than necessary to account for what they are seeing. For example, it may
be difficult for beginning programmers to identify a simple, yet consistent explanation for all the
uses of * and & from just the source code shown in Figure 2.2, even though one exists. (For now,
let us assume students do not have access to the visualization of program state on the left side of
the figure.)
Figure 2.2: A more comprehesive example of the * and & operators. A visualization of the
program state can alleviate problems of cognitive overload and provides a context in which the
simple, correct explanations of the operators are naturally evident.
Ultimately, the goal is for students to learn what the * and & operators do in terms of program
behavior. In this context, the rules are actually quite simple (e.g. * looks up the object at a given
address and & yields the address of a given object). An understanding that encodes these rules
is sufficient to explain any use of these operators in source code. However, abductively learning
from examples of source code is unlikely to produce such an understanding due to problems of
fragility, cognitive overload, and overly complicated explanations. Of course, instructors can stress
the correct rules verbally, but they may will still be competing with fragile, abductively learned
explanations.
A strength of program visualization is allowing students to learn from experiences directly with
a cognitive model of the notional machine. The visualization shown on the left side of Figure 2.2
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depicts the program state implied by the given source code. The concept of objects (i.e. variables)
that have both values and addresses is naturally represented and the strength of human visual pro-
cessing is leveraged to provide complete information about the program state while still avoiding
cognitive overload. While the source code in Figure 2.2 is complicated, the visualized program
state is not, and learners need not turn to overly complicated explanations.
2.3 Tools For Learning Programming
This section provides a basic introduction to the varieties of visualization tools used to help students
learn about programming. The goal of this section is to provide context for program visualization
among other uses of visualization, but does not itself comprehensively cover the literature.
2.3.1 Program Visualization
Price et al. [17] define software visualization as ”the use of the crafts of typography, graphic
design, animation and cinematography with modern human-computer interaction technology to
facilitate both the human understanding and effective use of computer software.” The focus of this
work falls more specifically into the context of Program Visualization, particularly to the extent
that the visualization enables the understanding of the notional machine in an educational context,
but much that has been learned from previous work in other areas of software visualization is
applicable for our purposes as well.
Figure 2.3 shows a diagrammatic view of different kinds of software visualization. Algorithm
visualization is the largest subcategory shown, and includes systems for program visualization and
also specialized systems for algorithm visualization (e.g. a system that animates sorting algo-
rithms) . Program visualization systems, on the other hand, are usually more generic and visualize
the execution of programs at a lower-level. While a program visualization system can in theory be
used for algorithm visualization (and thus is shown inside that category) by visualizing an imple-
mentation of the algorithm, this will be a less effective approach where the important aspects of an
algorithm may be lost in the details of its implementation. This motivates the arrangement of our
classification to include program visualization inside algorithm visualization, but to use a separate
category for specialized algorithm visualization systems (in the literature, this is often just referred
to as the algorithm visualization category).
We see program visualization as the category containing those systems which in some way
attempt to illustrate the workings of the notional machine for users of the system. This often
occurs in an educational context, and such is our focus. Within program visualization, there are a
wealth of different aspects of the notional machine that may be visualized. Systems that support
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Figure 2.3: General categories of software visualization systems used to help improve under-
standing. Systems that use visualization for the specification of programs or software (e.g. visual
programming) are not shown. Systems within the program visualization category can be seen
as those that attempt to illuminate the workings of the notional machine. The fact that systems
may support many qualitatively distinct ways to do this is represented by the subcategories within
program visualization, but they are not necessarily exhaustive. Means of interaction or levels of
engagement are orthogonal to the categorization shown in this diagram and are not represented
here.
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different subsets of these can be considered qualitatively different from each other. Some examples
are shown in figure 2.3 and discussed here, but these are not exhaustive. Visualizing program state
might include an indication of which statement is currently executing and what is contained in
memory. To visualize program dynamics, on the other hand, a system would need to illustrate
how the transition from one state to another occurs and help the user build an understanding of
programs as dynamic entities. Providing additional runtime feedback to explain the effects of a
particular statement or why an error has occurred provides a different view.
Another taxonomy, proposed by Oudshoorn et al. [58], provides a framework for describing
what entities from the execution of a program need to be represented (and eventually displayed
to the user), based on the characteristics of the target system. The first branch of the taxonomy
considers the hardware architecture of the target system, and splits into uni-processor, distributed,
and parallel systems. The second branch provides a framework for situating the software side of the
target system, and first divides concerns based on whether the operating system, the programming
language, the application, or some combination of these is the primary concern of the visualization.
Furthermore, the language level is split into imperative, functional, logical, object-oriented, and
parallel language paradigms.
With respect to this taxonomy, our primary focus in the present work is in the programming
language category. In this context, the notional machine is key - the question of “what” needs
to be represented that Oudshoorn et. al emphasize is essentially the question of which elements
of the notional machine need to be shown to the learner to illuminate its inner workings. Our
work is situated in a uni-processor environment, and while learning concurrent programming has
several unique challenges, a working knowledge of the notional machine for such environments is
still key in multi-processor environments. Likewise, illuminating the notional machine as a goal
transcends the language paradigm, but different techniques are effective for different paradigms
and the particular kinds of notional machines that exist for each.
We now briefly discuss algorithm visualization, visual programming, and visual debuggers for
completeness and to contrast against program visualization, the area within software visualization
on which the present work focuses. We also discuss the limited way in which visual debuggers
support program visualization and motivate the need for a more complete picture of the notional
machine.
2.3.2 Algorithm Visualization
Our work primarily concerns program visualization rather than algorithm visualization. In pro-
gram visualization, the goal is to illuminate the notional machine behind the execution of a pro-
gram. This both allows students to better understand language constructs themselves, but also how
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to employ them in the composition of programs to solve problems. Algorithm visualization, on
the other hand, focuses primarily on illustrating the workings of high-level algorithms that have
already been designed to solve a particular task. Program visualization will be more closely tied
to concrete program code, whereas algorithm visualization may be paired with pseudocode or
abstract descriptions.
In the literature, program visualization and algorithm visualization are often discussed as two
separate groups (see e.g. [17, 18]). In figure 2.3 we show algorithm visualization in a general
sense, with program visualization as a sub-category. Technically, any program implements some
algorithm, and for simple algorithms program visualization works well (e.g. finding the maximum
element in a container). However, visualizing a code-based implementation of an algorithm is often
too fine-grained to be a viable approach, and so we distinguish specialized algorithm visualization
systems as those that are specifically designed to visualize algorithms in a manner appropriate
for illustrating their behavior at a higher, conceptual level level. Because this is the sense in
which algorithm visualization systems are discussed in the literature, unless otherwise specified
we will be referring to these systems when using the term “algorithm visualization”. A summary
of algorithm visualization research can be found in [59].
In program visualization, differences along the content ownership dimension in the engage-
ment taxonomy become more pronounced than in algorithm visualization. Courses on algorithms
and their analysis often focus on the presentation of an established set of important algorithms
students should understand. When students are working with a visualization, it is unlikely that
it would be helpful to change the program that is executing, because it would no longer imple-
ment the algorithm they are trying to learn about. In a sense, students are trying to learn what a
particular program (i.e. algorithm) does, not how programming works. This is in contrast to a
programming courses where students first learn the basic tools at their disposal and employ them
in the construction of their own programs of increasing complexity. Students in these courses are
primarily concerned with learning to understand how programming works, including both program
comprehension and composition.
In a related sense, effortlessness [22] of visualization takes on greater importance in program
visualization. Making even a small change to a program can drastically alter its execution and
the visualization that needs to be presented. Each student should be allowed to explore the space
of possible programs to their own desire, and any significant time investment needed to produce
the visualization can be prohibitive. Allowing engagement with a student’s own input cases is
often sufficient for an algorithm visualization where the algorithm (i.e. the “program”) is essen-
tially fixed. The “what-if” questions that students might ask in the case of algorithm visualization
are most often about how an algorithm handles patterns in different data, whereas in program vi-
sualization they may often involve potential changes in the code itself. As such, an algorithm
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visualization system that allows students to change input data without unnecessary overhead could
well be considered effortless, but an effortless program visualization system must allow students
to readily change the code as well.
2.3.3 Visual Programming
As described in [17], visual programming deals primarily with the specification of programs using
visual metaphors (e.g. “code blocks”). An advantage of visual programming systems in educa-
tional settings are that they allow learners to focus on the concepts behind semantic constructs
without having to wrestle with the complex syntax of a textual programming language.
However, the primary means by which visual programming may enable students to better un-
derstand the notional machine is the extent to which the visual metaphors fit their intended con-
ceptual behavior. That is, a visual programming language is an attempt to bring the language of
program specification closer to the hypothetical language of the notional machine. Simply substi-
tuting visual metaphors into the representation of language constructs can be seen as essentially a
way to preempt the process by which a student must develop their own mental model of the map-
ping from textual code to behavior running on a notional machine. While some metaphors may
seem natural, this is an endeavor not necessarily supported by constructivist ideas or mental model
theory.
Ultimately, a program written in a visual language is still an attempt to express a a program
through a static medium which cannot fully capture the sense of a dynamic, run-time entity. The
best that visual metaphors can do capture the fullest sense of a programming cannot completely
overcome the limitations of trying to express the fullest sense of a program as a dynamic entity
at run time through a static medium. For example, once a programmer has become familiar with
the placement of the pre-step, condition, body, and post-step of a for loop in textual code and
understands the semantic role of each, it is hard to argue any more “visual” representation can
offer more insight into the notional machine’s behavior while executing the loop.
2.3.4 Visual Debuggers
Traditional debuggers, even those with visual representations of program state, are generally not
well-suited to support the kinds of learning experiences that will give beginning students insight
into the notional machine. The focus of a debugger is, not surprisingly, enabling a programmer to
track down bugs in their code. In this light, most debuggers are well suited for use by experienced
programmers who already possess a working mental model of the notional machine. They can
compare and contrast the information about a program’s execution shown by a debugger with
their own mental trace of what a program should be doing and identify where the actual behavior
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deviates from the expected. This sort of activity relies only on a visualization of the program’s
current state (see Figure 2.3) because the expert’s mental model already accounts for and can fill
in the missing aspects of the notional machine.
On the other hand, a student who is just learning to program does not already possess a viable
mental model of the notional machine. They may not be well able to make predictions about a
program’s behavior and make meaningful inferences from whether and where the debugging output
fails to match their assumptions. A beginning programmer in this situation is not the intended user
considered when pragmatic trade offs are made in the design of debuggers to be used with for large
and/or complex programs in practice. This often means debuggers favor coarse-grained execution
and high levels of abstraction that are well-suited for expert users but not for beginners. If a
debugger only supports coarse-grained (e.g. statement level) stepping, novices may not be able to
fill in the gaps to understand what happened. Debuggers generally do not provide illustrations of
the program dynamics involved in transitioning from one state to the next, and essentially lack the
continuity principle.
A program visualization tool intended for use in education should take a different approach.
The goal is not to enable students to track down a bug in a particular program (although visualiza-
tion tools may certainly be helpful in that endeavor). Rather, the goal is to allow students to look
into the black-box on which their programs run so that they can begin to construct an understand-
ing of the notional machine in the first place. In particular, the visualization must be designed to
illuminate what the notional machine is doing, and not just the current program state.
A debugger offers at the very least a step up from plain compilation and execution of a program
- in that case the only feedback a student receives is in the form of program output. However,
debuggers are not designed with education in mind and may not offer additional benefits beyond
manual code traing. For example, students using the BlueJ visual debugger for course exercises
showed no significant difference in learning than those who manually traced through program
execution to complete the same exercises. [60]
2.4 Interaction and Engagement with Visualizations
Perhaps the single most discussed topic in the algorithm and program visualization literature is
the importance of active engagement in learners’ experiences with visualizations. As expressed
in the influential report of a working group at ITiCSE 2002 [16], ”...visualization technology, no
matter how well it is designed, is of little educational value unless it engages learners in an active
learning activity.” This idea is rooted in the theories of constructivism and active learning, and
many attempts have been made to analyze engagement specifically in the context of educational
visualization. In this section, we discuss the origins of the engagement hypothesis, the development
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of taxonomies to categorize different kinds of engagement, and the state of supporting evidence
from experiments in the literature. We also discuss limitations of the engagement hypothesis and
taxonomies, and the potentially increased significance of factors beyond engagement in the specific
context of program visualization as opposed to algorithm visualization.
2.4.1 The Engagement Hypothesis and Taxonomies
A 2002 meta-study [48] by Hundhausen et al. brought much attention to the importance of learner
engagement in algorithm visualization. The authors looked at between-subjects experimental stud-
ies of the effectiveness of various algorithm visualization systems and techniques. The results of
the evaluations included in the meta-study varied widely, with some interventions having no sta-
tistically significant impact, but the level of learner engagement emerged as the best predictor of
whether significant results were be achieved. Those visualizations that actively engaged students
were more likely to produce significant, positive results. The authors of the meta-study argued that
the evidence indicated “how students use AV technology has a greater impact on effectiveness than
what AV technology shows them.”
Drawing on support from this meta-study, a working group at ITiCSE 2002 [16] argued that no
matter how well visualizations are designed, they are of little use unless they engage learners in
active learning. In order to establish a common language for characterizing the kinds of engage-
ment enabled by visualizations and to provide a framework for experimental studies of the role
of engagement in visualization effectiveness, the members of the group proposed a taxonomy of
learner engagement with visualization technology. In the years since, a number of revisions to the
original taxonomy have been proposed (e.g. [19, 20, 18]), and several experimental studies have
been carried out to compare the effectiveness of learning activities situated at different levels of
engagement. The engagement taxonomy, its revisions, experimental studies of engagement, and
the implications of each are discussed below.
2.4.1.1 The Original Engagement Taxonomy
The original taxonomy [16] included six different forms of learner engagement, roughly ordered in
terms of increasing engagement as no viewing, viewing, responding, changing, constructing, and
presenting (see Figure 2.4). However, the authors make clear that the categories of the taxonomy
are not mutually exclusive - many forms of engagment may occur together in one learning activity.
The no viewing category encompasses any activity that does not involve an educational visualiza-
tion, and likewise the viewing category simply amounts to some kind of work with a visualization
and is implied by any of the other forms of engagement. Beyond the no viewing and viewing lev-
els, the taxonomy was not intended to be strictly ordinal, although the original authors believed the
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higher categories to be roughly in increasing order of engagement.
Mode of
Engagement
Description
No Viewing There is no visualization to be viewed.
Viewing The visualization is only looked at without any other
form of engagement.
Responding Learners are presented with questions related to the
visualization.
Changing Modification of the visualization is allowed, for
example, by varying the input data set.
Constructing Learners are expected to create their own visualization
of a program or an algorithm.
Presenting Learners present visualizations to others for feedback
and discussion.
Figure 2.4: The Original Engagement Taxonomy. Reproduced from Myller et al. [20].
2.4.1.2 Revisions and Additions to the Engagement Taxonomy
Since the creation of the original engagement taxonomy, several revisions and additions have been
proposed. Lauer [19] drew attention to issues of heterogeneity in the viewing and constructing
categories of engagement. In particular, the viewing level was originally defined broadly to contain
both passive viewing activities as well as active viewing activities in which the learner controls
the progression through the visualization. Additionally, Lauer points out the activities categorized
as constructing in [61] involve students selecting fine grained operations that should be applied
in a visualization to execute a particular algorithm, while in [62] students select the most relevant
frames from a set of automatically generated snapshots of algorithm animation in order to compose
a final visualization. The two are clearly different sorts of engagement. Indeed, in more recent
taxonomies an applying category is added for activities in which students engage by playing the
role of the computer and selecting the next action to be executed.
Myller et al. [20] proposed an extension to the original engagement taxonomy to include
a distinction between viewing and controlled viewing, as well as additional categories for new
modes of engagement they identified. The reviewing category encompasses activities in which an
individual engages in critical, evaluative activities regarding the visualization or the content being
visualized. The entering input and modifying categories were added to specifically account for
instances in which the user of the system is allowed to change the inputs or source code of the
visualization, respectively. These two categories are particularly relevant to program visualization
in which the user may be allowed much greater control over the content being visualized (whereas
a particular algorithm is usually chosen and fixed in algorithm visualization).
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2.4.1.3 The 2DET and Content Ownership
The most recently proposed engagement taxonomy, the Two-Dimensional Engagement Taxonomy
(2DET) [18], adds an orthogonal dimension for the level of content ownership implicit in the learn-
ing activity. The levels along this dimension, ordered by increasing degree of ownership, are given
content, own cases, modified content, own content. The other dimension of the 2DET concerns
the learner’s mode of direct engagement with a visualization and is based on earlier taxonomies
[16, 19, 20]. The seven different categories along this dimension, in roughly increasing order of
engagement, are no viewing, viewing, controlled viewing, responding, applying, presenting, and
creating. The reviewing category from the extended engagement taxonomy of Myller et al. has
been included in the presenting category because it arguably involves the same kind of engagement,
regardless of whether the target audience is oneself (reviewing) or others (presenting). Figure 2.5
shows the categories of the 2DET as well as a brief description of each, and gigure 2.6 shows the
hypothesized trend of increasing engagement at higher levels of the taxonomy.
Figure 2.5: The categories of the direct engagement and content ownership dimensions of the
2DET.
The rationale given by Sorva et al. [18] for including a separate dimension for content own-
ership is in part that learners may be more invested in and motivated by content they have had
some hand in creating, but their formulation also provides clarity lacking in some parts of earlier
taxonomies. Any learning activity with a visualization naturally includes some degree of content
ownership and a one dimensional taxonomy cannot accommodate this well. For example, the
original engagement taxonomy [16] did not thoroughly account for content ownership and thus
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whether students view a visualization of given code, code they are allowed to change, or entirely
their own code (potentially very different learning activities!), the level of engagement would just
be viewing.
The extended engagement taxonomy of Myller et al. [20] had earlier attempted to address
content owwnership by adding the entering input and modifying categories, but these are awkward
to consider as a full learning activity on their own - they must be paired with some other mode of
engagement to make sense. For example, students might enter input and then engage in controlled
viewing of the result, but it doesn’t make sense to just enter input! This speaks to the need for an
additional, orthogonal dimension so that one always considers a particular pairing of both direct
engagement and content ownership to characterize a learning activity.
Figure 2.6: The categories of the 2DET, ordered according to the hypothesized trend of increasing
engagement.
Sorva et al. [18] also acknowledge potential limitations of the 2DET (and engagement tax-
onomies in general). Fundamentally, giving students a task from a particular category of the tax-
onomy does not guarantee students’ will truly participate at the desired level of engagement (see
e.g. Grissom et al. section 4.5 [63]). The responding category is also problematic because differ-
ent kinds of questions yield very different levels of engagement. That being said, well-designed
questions that actually concern what is going on in the visualization can easily engage students
in working toward high level learning objectives of Bloom’s taxonomy, so the placement of the
responding level in the 2DET seems appropriate.
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2.4.1.4 Consumers and Producers
Similarly to the taxonomy of effortless visualization proposed by Ihantola et al. [22], we consider
separately the roles of producer and consumer in interacting with visualizations. For example, a
student who views a pre-made visualization and responds to pop-up questions is acting as a con-
sumer, while a student who creates their own visualization as part of an assignment is acting as a
producer. Instructors may also play a complimentary role, either by producing a visualization for
students to view or evaluating one that students have made, but our focus is on the student’s role.
We can group the categories of direct engagement according to whether they fill the role of con-
sumer or producer. The consumer role covers applying, responding, and analyzing, because these
are all modes of interaction in which the learner is using the visualization and drawing knowledge
and insight out of working with it. On the other hand, constructing and presenting are modes of
interaction in which the student primarily plays the role of producer in that they are using their
knowledge to create a visualization for consumption by others. Of course, as the level of content
ownership increases, students can additionally act as producers of the code that is to be visualized.
2.4.2 Empirical Results in Learner Engagement
While the evidence for the importance of active engagement in general is incontrovertible, empir-
ical support for different learning outcomes arising from different categories in the engagement
taxonomy is incomplete. Experiments (see e.g. [21, 18]) have provided support for some the
fundamental pieces of the engagement hypothesis - namely that viewing a visualization is better
than not viewing one at all, and that it is important for students to actively control the visualiza-
tion. Higher levels of engagement (e.g. responding, applying, constructing) have been found more
effective in certain contexts, but there is not enough evidence to conclude they are categorically
better. In this section, we discuss the state of the engagement hypothesis and taxonomy, as well as
the relevant evidence from the literature.
2.4.2.1 No Viewing vs. Viewing vs. Higher Levels
The distinction with the strongest empirical evidence from the literature is between the no viewing
level and others, but this only supports than some use of PAVs is better than none at all. Part of
the lack of evidence for differences between other levels of the engagement taxonomy is due to
a lack or experiments targeting those levels. In a 2009 survey of successful visualization systems
[21], nearly three quarters of the experiments that compared multiple levels of the engagement
hierarchy compared against a higher level against the no viewing level, while the remaining quarter
compared higher levels against the viewing level. There were no comparisons of two levels higher
than viewing.
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An issue with interpreting results concerning learner engagement is that the transition from
the no viewing level to others (often to viewing) is difficult to consistently frame throughout the
literature. For example, several experiments in Hansen et al. [64] compare students who used
the HalVis visualization to those who did not. In the Hundhausen et al. meta-study [48], these
experiments are placed into both the cognitive constructivism and epistemic fidelity categories. In
the former case the difference between the student groups is considered as a change in the level of
engagement, but in the latter it is considered as a change in the learning medium.
Lauer performed an empirical comparison [61] of the effectiveness of the controlled viewing,
changing, and applying modes of engagement for students learning about the Fibonacci heap data
structure, which was introduced to the students during lectures before the experiment. No signifi-
cant difference was found between the groups, but the author suggests the lectures may have had a
large enough effect on the students learning that the extra activities working with the visualization
may have produced an effect that was relatively too small to be detected.
Grissom et al. [63] investigated the use visualizations of simple sorting algorithms at differ-
ent levels of engagement. They found that students working at the responding level had greater
increases in performance than those working at the uncontrolled viewing level, although the result
was not statistically significant. Both approaches were superior to not working with a visualization
at all, and the result was statistically significant for responding.
2.4.2.2 The Constructing Category
Hundhausen and Douglas [65] conducted an experiment in which students who had previously
learned the QuickSelect algorithm either interactively viewed a visualization of the algorithm or
constructed their own using traditional media (i.e. paper, art supplies, etc.). Unique to this study
is that the visualizations (both the one supplied to the first group and those created by the second
group) were designed using story content. The experiment essentially compared students working
in the controlled viewing/own cases category with the constructing/own cases category, and found
no statistically significant difference between the two.
Hundhausen and Brown [66] found that students using the ALVIS Live! system to develop
algorithms and construct visualizations outperformed those who had used a traditional text editor
and presentation media. Hbscher-Younger and Narayanan [67] investigated algorithm visualization
using traditional media and found students who had created visualizations (i.e. worked at the
constructing level) learned more than those who had viewed and evaluated those visualizations.
However, students who created visualizations were selected on a volunteer basis and thus may
have represented a more motivated group than those who only viewed.
An empirical evaluation of WinHIPE [62] compared learners using the system to build visual-
izations of a tree traversal algorithm (i.e. selecting which frames to include in a final animation)
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to those only viewing animations that had previously been generated by others. Students who
had engaged in constructing visualizations spent significantly more time working with the system
and had improved learning outcomes compared to those who viewed animations. An important
consideration is that in this study, the constructing task only involved choosing which of several
automatically generated frames to include in an animation. This is only a small set of activities
normally included at the constructing level of engagement, and it may be that the careful consid-
eration of the algorithm required as part of constructing a visualization can be distilled as the most
impactful element of construction activities.
This experiment should also be understood in the context of effortless algorithm animation -
the primary work of students in the builder group was to determine which frames to include in
the animation. This is only a small set of activities normally included at the constructing level of
engagement, and the rest were essentially made ”effortless” for students, so the results may not
extend to other forms of constructing. It may be that the careful consideration of the algorithm
required to determine which frames are relevant can be distilled as one of the most impactful
elements of construction activities.
2.4.3 Limitations of the Engagement Hypothesis and Taxonomies
In this section, we discuss concerns relating to the origin and interpretation of the engagement
hypothesis and taxonomies. While it is clear that engagement is important in a general sense, it
may not be appropriate to treat it as the primary factor in the effectiveness of a visualization.
2.4.3.1 Origins of the Hypothesis
The authors of the initial meta-study [48] looked at between-subjects experimental studies of the
effectiveness of various algorithm visualization systems and techniques. The results of the eval-
uations included in the meta-study varied widely, with some interventions having no statistically
significant impact, but the level of learner engagement emerged as the best predictor of whether
significant results were be achieved. Those visualizations that actively engaged students were more
likely to produce significant, positive results. The authors of the meta-study argued that the evi-
dence indicated “how students use AV technology has a greater impact on effectiveness than what
AV technology shows them.”
The authors grouped together the experiments surveyed according to broad categories of theo-
retical underpinnings that could be presumed from the independent variables used by each and the
ways in which those variables were manipulated. Of the theories identified, the two predominant
groups were Epistemic Fidelity (i.e. “what”) and Cognitive Constructivism (i.e. “how”). The Epis-
temic Fidelity theory is based on the idea that graphics and animation have a the power to represent
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a conceptual model of the material students are learning, and the fidelity of the representation used
in the visualization is a major factor in the quality of learning. The Cognitive Constructivism
theory centers around individuals actively constructing knowledge by integrating new experiences
into their existing knowledge base. According to this theory, the higher the level of engagement
afforded by the visualization, the higher the quality of learning.
Study Independent Variable Significant
difference
Price [68] Animated vs.
Non-Animated
Debugger
No
Lawrence Chapter 4.4 [69] Data set size
Data representation style
No
Lawrence Chapter 7 [69] Representation Color Yes
Lawrence Chapter 8 [69] Order of Medium
Order of algorithm
presentation
No
Gurka [70] Learning medium
(animation vs. no
animation)
No
Mulholland [71] Tracing medium (textual
vs. graphical)
Yes
Hansen et al. Study III [64] Learning medium
(HalVis exercises vs.
pen/paper exercises)
No
Hansen et al. Study VI [64] HalVis features No
Hansen et al. Study VII [64] HalVis views Yes
Hansen et al. Study VIII [64] HalVis views Yes
Figure 2.7: Studies that were grouped into the Epistemic Fidelity category in the Hundhausen et
al. meta-study.
The authors then compared the proportion of studies within each group that yielded a signif-
icant result. The Cognitive Constructivism category was found to have a higher proportion than
Epistemic Fidelity, and this was interpreted as evidence that “how” students use visualizations has
a greater impact than “what” students see. However, it is not surprising that changes in the level of
engagement would more frequently produce significant results, since the level of engagement can
more cleanly framed as a matter of degree.
This is not the case for the “what” question. Essentially, the “what” variable has much higher
dimensionality, and we should not expect to find significant differences along each possible dimen-
sion that would could change the representation that is being visualized. For example, consider the
studies Hundhausen et al. identified as testing the Epistemic Fidelity theory, shown in Figure 2.7.
The work of Hansen et al. [64] found a significant difference in learning outcomes between differ-
ent conceptual views of an algorithm visualization, but the majority of studies found no significant
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difference. Should we say that “what” we show students only matters a little bit because overall
most changes to “what” that happened to be studied produced no effect? No! We should say that
some parts of the “what” appear to matter a lot (e.g. conceptual views), even though other parts
may not be influential.
The point is that while the Cognitive Constructivism theory was as a whole best able to predict
whether studies would find a significant impact on students, this does not necessarily mean it is
wise to focus on this area above others. The other categories considered by the authors of the
initial meta-study were either not well studied enough to be included or not well suited to be
judged as uniform category. In particular, the studies that were grouped into the Epistemic Fidelity
category vary widely, and should not be considered as testing the same variable. A strength of
the engagement taxonomy is that it makes it easy to frame studies comparing different levels of
engagement, but researchers must be careful to consider engagement as only one (very important!)
piece of the bigger puzzle.
2.4.3.2 A Bigger Picture
A cursory reading of the engagement hypothesis may lead one to discount the potentially signifi-
cant contributions of other factors to the effectiveness of program visualization. However, one must
be careful to consider the specific context in which certain kinds of engagement occur, including
the particular visualization system used, the educational setting, and even the students themselves.
It is easy to imagine that a particular kind of engagement might work better than another in a spe-
cific context, but this does not necessarily generalize to all. The level of engagement is certainly
not sufficient to single-handedly account for the success or failure of a particular approach.
With respect to the taxonomy itself, it is difficult to categorically establish that one form of
engagement is more effective in learning than another. The best that can be done is to collect
together the results of several experiments all carried out on different visualization systems, but
unless one assumes the level of engagement is independent of all other factors, it is difficult to
identify it as the sole influence on sucess or failure of particular systems. Some experiments may
have been carried out with systems that just do not provide the adequate support for a particular
mode of engagement, but that does not mean that mode of engagement is ineffective or that it is
not possible for other systems to support it. Likewise, perhaps different modes of engagement are
more productive for certain populations of students.
A number of factors may potentially limit the significance of experimental differences found
between students working with different categories of direct engagement. Many studies are per-
formed in a classroom setting, where the relative contribution of visualization exercises is small
compared to that of reading a textbook, attending lectures, or completing homework assignments
(cf. [61]). These other influences may “drown out” the effects of the experimental intervention. In
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older versions of the engagement taxonomy, some categories were too vague and different visual-
izations in the same category showed conflicting results. For example, a single viewing category
is insufficient when one considers the importance of whether the learner takes an active or passive
role during the viewing [19].
Overall, in this dissertation we seek to shine a different light on approaches to program visual-
ization to provide more perspective than just the level of engagement. While the evidence for active
learning in general is unquestionable and certainly applies to program visualization, the level of
engagement seems insufficient to single-handedly account for the success or failure of a particular
approach. Instead, we propose that the ultimate goal of a program visualization system is to aid
students in learning about the notional machine. This involves both “how” students interact with
the notional machine and “what” the system shows them about the notional machine - the two
cannot meaningfully be considered separately.
2.5 Effortless Visualization
One of the main obstacles to the adoption of visualization tools in mainstream education is the
large amount of time that may be required to produce quality visualizations [16]. A software
visualization system can be considered effortless if it minimizes the amount of up front time and
work that must be invested before the visualization can be used. It is important to stress that an
effortless approach to program visualization does not and should not attempt to remove the need
for “effort” on the part of the learner. Active engagement, which is essential for high quality
learning, involves a great deal of effort! Rather, the effortless approach is to eliminate unnecessary
effort required to use a system, but not related to the learning process. Once this is accomplished,
students can focus their effort on the most important aspects of the learning process.
An an example, we can consider the approach taken in the WinHIPE visualization system [72]
to constructing visualizations. The system automatically generates a sequence of static frames,
each corresponding to a specific point in the evaluation of an expression. Because some evaluations
may involve a very large number of individual steps, the user is allowed to manually select which
frames should be included in a customized animation and can save the animation for later. In an
experimental evaluation of the system [62], students who customized a visualization performed
significantly better than those who had viewed visualizations created by others. The construction
of visualizations was effortless for students in the sense that they did not have to laboriously create
each frame, but they still invested meaningful effort in choosing which frames to include and
making customizations. The careful consideration of the algorithm required to determine which
frames are relevant can be distilled as the most impactful element of construction activities, and so
should be the part where students focus their effort.
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Ihantola et al. [22] describe a taxonomy of effortless creation of algorithm visualizations in-
cluding dimensions for 1. the scope of content to which a visualization system is applicable, 2. the
ease with which it can be integrated into an educational setting, and 3. the modes of interaction it
supports. Although their original paper addresses algorithm visualization, the work is applicable
to program visualization as well.
The scope dimension is split into four categories of increasing generality: lesson-specific,
course-specific, domain-specific, and non-specific. While non-specific systems are capable of
visualizing almost anything, a system in that category will not necessarily support all the more
specific categories as well. For example, any tool that supports the creation of animations in gen-
eral can be seen as a non-specific system, but if they do not make it particularly easy to create
algorithm or program visualizations, they may fail to support any of the more specific levels.
The integrability dimension considers features a system may have that allow it to be easily
integrated into teaching and learning activities. The authors give a non-exhaustive list of possible
features including easy installation, customization, platform independence, internationalization,
documentation, interactive prediction support, course management support, and integration of hy-
pertext. A system with more of these features is considered more effortless, but the authors give
no relative ranking of importance between them.
The interaction dimension of the taxonomy considers both producers of visualizations and the
consumers who view them. Likewise, two different sorts of interaction are in view: producer-
system interaction while the visualization is being created and visualization-consumer interaction
after the visualization has been created. Producer-system interaction can be characterized by a
set of use cases instructors may have for the visualization software and the corresponding level of
effort needed to achieve each. Consumer-system interaction concerns the modes of engagement
supported and is defined by categories modeled after the engagement taxonomies discussed above.
There is an intimate relationship between the effortlessness of a system’s producer-system
interaction and the ability for it to efficiently support higher levels of content ownership in the
2DET. If students must invest significantly more work in order to visualize their own content they
may be less eager to do so and fall back to working with given content (e.g. examples prepared
ahead of time by the instructor). Motivation issues aside, minimizing overhead work simply give
students more time to explore more examples of their own construction.
Our focus on allowing students to work with their own code means that effortlessness is crucial
in the interaction between students and the system. If students must invest significantly more work
in order to visualize their own content they may be less eager to do so and fall back to working with
given content (e.g. examples prepared ahead of time by the instructor). Thus, students should not
have to do anything extra to the code they write in order to visualize it, such as adding special an-
notations or manually setting up parts of the visualization. This kind of work is inauthentic and has
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little educational value, and students may see visualization activities as a waste of time, even if the
visualization would turn out to be worth the effort. Motivation issues aside, minimizing overhead
work simply gives students more time to explore more examples of their own construction.
2.6 Other Trends in Program Visualization
In 2009, Urquiza-Fuentes and Velzquez-Iturbide presented a survey of program and algorithm
visualization systems (PAVs) that had been successfully evaluated. [21] The authors identify sev-
eral trends in the field. Simply viewing animations can improve learning, and textual/narrative
contents can be used to provide deeper explanations of the visualization or express feedback to
students. When students construct their own visualizations or write accompanying descriptions,
positive changes in attitudes toward the subject matter have been observed. Interfaces for students
to construct their own visualizations tend to be carefully designed for students.
Another trend identified in the survey is that about half of the PAVs considered have only been
subjected to usability tests, and many of these are not formal or rigorous evaluations. While usabil-
ity is an important factor in the success of a system, it is not enough to justify using a system in an
educational setting. Of the PAVs that have been evaluated for educational effectiveness, the authors
find the script-based systems are useful for generating visualizations that can be made available to
students, but less so for the students to use themselves. On the other hand, compiler-based systems
tend to be easier for students to use at higher levels of engagement (e.g. changing, constructing,
presenting). Some systems also attempt to find a middle ground, either by providing multiple in-
terfaces for beginners/experts or by providing default behaviors with optional customizations for
parts of visualization creation process.
Because the design of their survey was to only include evaluations that produced positive re-
sults, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the correlation between aspects of the program vi-
sualization systems considered and their effectiveness. Rather, the conclusions drawn should be
seen as trends of the PAVs that are being used and evaluated and that prove successful. For exam-
ple, even though 75% of the systems surveyed involved narrative and textual content, we cannot
necessarily conclude they are an essential feature for a successful system. It may well be an equal
proportion of systems that were ineffective also involved those kinds of content. However, one can
conclude that the majority of successful systems do include narrative contents and that this is a
common practice in the field. It has an intuitive appeal, and as long as the flow of information can
be controlled and is presented in a way that does not overwhelm the learner, there is little reason
to think adding explanations of what goes on in the visualization would be detrimental.
Urquiza-Fuentes and Velzquez-Iturbide also identify additional “features” that may play a role
in the effectiveness of visualizations for educational purposes. These are:
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• Narrative contents and textual explanations Written explanations accompany the visual-
ization to provide a more thorough explanation of what is going on.
• Feedback on students’ actions If students are given choices or asked to predict outcomes
in the visualization, explicit feedback can be given as to why their action was correct or not.
• Extra time using PAV Visualization exercises often require students to spend additional
time working with a topic.
• Advanced features Some visualizations include specialized or advanced displays or inter-
faces.
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CHAPTER 3
Contemporary Program Visualization Systems
In this chapter, we give a brief description of several contemporary program visualization systems.
The set included here is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to give the reader an idea of the
current state of the field. Many different varieties of visualization systems exist (see e.g. [17]), but
we are primarily concerned with our work is focused on generic program visualization systems as
described in Sorva’s review [18]. This kind of system can visualize most any code written in its
target language and is able to give a holistic view of the notional machine as it dynamically executes
program code. We also focus on systems that are highly interactive and support visualization of
students own code. These systems fundamentally transform the experience students have when
learning to write programs by providing an environment where running their code is a truly “hands
on” experience with the notional machine.
3.1 Systems for Preparing Visualizations
A number of systems are designed specifically to support visualizations prepared ahead of time
by one person, often by an instructor or expert, and viewed at a later time by learners. For the
learners, these systems only support engagement with given content, because it must be prepared
ahead of time, but may involve several modes of engagement. At the least, viewing would be
supported, but may suffer from issues of learner passivity and thus controlled viewing is usually
preferable. Systems may also support engagement via responding if there are facilities for the
producer of the presentation to include questions with the visualization (e.g. ”pop-up” questions at
key points of the visualization). Finally, applying may be supported from a limited standpoint, but
complex feedback beyond checking whether students perform the correct operation would require
significantly more work on the part of whoever prepares the visualization.
Of course, if students themselves are given the task of using the system to create a visualization
for others, then this would constitute creating, and if they are asked to explain a visualization or its
content to others, then they are presenting. In the discussion below, we will not explicitly address
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these possibilities unless a system provides specific features to support them.
The Javascript Algorithm Visualization Library (JSAV) [73] is an HTML5-based toolkit de-
signed to support AV features that encourage students to engage in active learning. The library
supports controlled viewing of animations as well as responding to pop-up questions during a vi-
sualization. Interactive proficiency exercises that allow students to simulate the algorithm on their
own reflect the applying level. Students may also work with their own cases as well as given con-
tent. Of particular note is that JSAV’s support for procedural generation of diagrams/visualizations
makes constructing or modifying them much more efficient (i.e. effortlessness), and also gives
them a cohesive look and feel.
The OpenDSA “active-eBook” [74] (online at http://algoviz.org/OpenDSA/) goes
beyond a regular hypertextbook by including closely integrated interactive visualizations/simula-
tions enabled by the JSAV library, as well as interactive assessment activities. The development of
OpenDSA has been open-soruce and community-based, in an effort to combat the large develop-
ment cost of high-quality interactive elements. OpenDSA is one of the closest examples to the kind
of IDEAL content we envision, but currently the authoring system behind it requires web program-
ming skills and is specialized toward algorithm visualization. As described in more detail below,
we would like to explore ways to support authoring interactive content in general (applicable to
varied fields) without programming requirements.
Sirki presents a JavaScript library [75] for creating program visualizations that can be seam-
lessly integrated with other web content. The library works similarly to JSAV, but is focused on
program visualization rather than algorithm visualization. The library provides an API for creating
language-specific visualizations by selecting from common operations including fetching values,
evaluating operators, and assigning values to variables. However, the library does not directly
support complex or nuanced features of individual languages. It supports the controlled viewing
level of engagement through built in functionality for navigating forward/backward step-by-step
through a finished visualization as well as showing text alongside particular steps. Visualizations
can be customized and may be styled using CSS.
3.2 Program Visualization Systems
Bradman [76] was a program visualization system whose design goal was to help novice program-
mers develop a concrete mental model of how program execution works. The creators refer to it
as a “transparency debugger” because it allows beginning programmers to see an explict represen-
tation of how their program works. Bradman accepts a syntactically correct C program as input
and displays several different windows visualizing the code currently executing, the program’s
variables, input/output, and most notably specific natural language explanations for the statement
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currently executing. When surveyed, students who used Bradman with explanations were statis-
tically significantly more likely to report it had helped them find a bug than those who used the
same system but without explanations. [77]
The Jeliot program animation system allows visualization of Java programs. Students can write
and visualize their own programs, and the system supports engagement at the controlled viewing
level. Two major principles behind Jeliot’s design are completeness and continuity. All aspects of
an executing program are represented in the visualization, and the transitions between states are
made explicit. This can be tied back to the idea of illuminating the notional machine - students will
have a much harder time developing a viable mental model if important details are not visualized.
Jeliot has been the subject of a number of empirical evaluations, and in particular has been shown
to positively affect learning and attention. A review of research using the Jeliot environment can
be found in [78].
The Online Python Tutor [79] is a web-based program visualization tool for the python lan-
guage that allows students to write and visualize their own code. A major strength of the system
is its ease of use and integrability into other educational material. Using the tool is as simple
as visiting a webpage and visualizations can easily be embedded into other web content, such as
web-based eTextbooks.
The source code for the program currently being visualized is shown, and both the previous
and next line to be executed are indicated with a graphical arrow. The program is run in its entirety
ahead of time in order to produce a line-by-line trace from which the visualization is generated.
This means users are able to see the total number of steps in the execution of their program ahead
of time and either move forward/backward one line at a time or drag a slider bar corresponding to
the entire sequence of steps.
The state of the program is visualized as a downward growing sequence of stack frames, each
corresponding to one function invocation in the current call stack trace. Each frame shows the
function name, local variables, and arrows connecting variables to objects in a separate heap dis-
play. The heap display shows visual representations of objects that are currently being used by
the program as well as arrows to indicate any references between them. Compound data types
appropriate for introductory courses (e.g. lists, dictionaries, class-type objects) are rendered in an
intuitive manner.
Beyond the obvious difference in target language, Labster and the Online Python Tutor differ
in the way they present several aspects of the notional machine. Labster shows each function
invocation as a separate entity with it’s own source code and current point of execution (in line
with the dynamic-logical model of execution [80]), whereas the Online Python Tutor highlights
the overall point of execution (i.e. previous/current line) on the single copy of the source code.
Labster visualizes expression evaluation, while the Online Python Tutor only allows stepping line-
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by-line. Additionally, transitions from one program state to the next are not animated in the Online
Python Tutor, which may make it more difficult to follow complex operations that occur in one
step. These differences allow Labster to achieve more completeness and continuity [81] in the way
the notional machine is presented.
WinHIPE [72], an IDE for functional programming, supports interactive program tracing and
animation. It adheres to the effortless paradigm of visualization in that the system automatically
generates visualizations for written code and there is no overhead for the user to work with the
visualizations. The goal of this approach is to provide high value visualizations at low cost to
the user. WinHIPE’s visualization mechanism focuses on expression evaluation, which matches
the nature of the functional paradigm - programs are generally structured as value computations
rather than sequential statements. The expression evaluation model in WinHIPE is based on term
rewriting, which involves the successive replacement of terms in the expression working toward a
normal form (i.e. the value of the expression). The tracing system supports a number of ways to
step through the evaluation of an expression, including one step at a time, n steps at a time, or all
at once. Moving backward through evaluation is also supported. WinHIPE also introduces a form
of breakpoints so that a function may be marked and evaluation is paused at the beginning of each
evaluation of that function.
The expression evaluation model in WinHIPE is based on term rewriting, which involves the
successive replacement of terms in the expression working toward a normal form (i.e. the value of
the expression). The tracing system supports a number of ways to step through the evaluation of an
expression, including one step at a time, n steps at a time, or all at once. Moving backward through
evaluation is also supported. WinHIPE also introduces a form of breakpoints so that a function
may be marked and evaluation is paused at the beginning of each evaluation of that function.
Animations in WinHIPE are shown as a sequence of static frames, each corresponding to a
specific point in the evaluation of an expression. Because some evaluations may involve a very
large number of individual steps, the user is allowed to manually select which frames should be
included in a customized animation and can save the animation for later. Once the frames to include
are selected, each is labeled with the individual step of evaluation that corresponds to the transition
from the previous selected frame. Textual explanations for each frame may be manually annotated
and included in the animation. The final animation can be stepped through manually (both forward
and backward), or played at a specified speed.
By default, animations in WinHIPE are displayed so that every part of intermediate expressions
are visible to the user, but very large expressions can be shown using a customizable ”fish-eye”
view [82] that automatically elides subexpressions that are less relevant to the current evaluation.
Most expressions are displayed using a textual format similar to the syntax with which they are
originally written, but specialized graphical representations are used for lists and trees because
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textual representations proved unreadable. Fully evaluated subexpressions are distinguished from
those that have yet to be evaluated. Aesthetic components of the visualizations (e.g. font, spacing,
colors) can be customized by the user.
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CHAPTER 4
Illuminating the Notional Machine
Illuminating the notional machine involves the use of verbal and visual media to provide students
with information about what the notional machine does. In a traditional setting, the notional ma-
chine is essentially a black box to students. The limited feedback they do get from program output
(or error messages if something goes wrong) does little to help them learn about what their pro-
gram is actually doing at runtime, because students face a prohibitive attribution problem. We seek
to eliminate this problem by using program visualization and a means to expose the program as
a dynamic entity as it runs on the notional machine, so that students may experience running a
program as an interacctive, hands-on experience with meaningful feedback. Figure 4.1 diagrams
the big picture of our approach.
The importance of developing a mental model of the notional machine – in order to really
understand what is going on inside a program – informs the approach of this thesis. In addition
to developing an accurate understanding of language constructs and how they work together in the
context of the notional machine as a whole, students must also develop problem solving skills in
this context - problem solving ”on the notional machine”. Approaches without this focus are less
effective: problem solving in the space of syntax and written code is a fragile approach that fails
to generalize, and problem solving in the problem space is often not troublesome in the first place,
at not least for the simple tasks encountered when first learning to program.
4.1 Notional Machines and Black Boxes
In programming, a “notional machine” is an idealized, hypothetical machine on which programs
run [12]. A notional machine serves as an abstraction to explain the way programs execute, and
a viable mental model of the notional machine is a prerequisite for effective programming. The
workings of a notional machine are implied by the constructs of a particular programming language
and operate on a conceptual level - they need not be tied to any real compiler or hardware. This
means that concepts illustrated on a notional machine can be presented strategically to help students
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Figure 4.1: A diagrammatic view of the relationships between the problem solving process, the
notional machine, and students’ understanding.The goal is to encourage and provide the necessary
tools for students to perform problem solving with viable mental models of the notional machine
rather than as an exercise in writing the correct program code to be run on a black-box. Program
output and runtime errors provide very little feedback from which the student can learn, and suf-
fer from attribution problems. We illuminate the notional machine and allow students to interact
with it in order to support the active construction of mental models. The way individual language
constructs come together to form a dynamic program as a whole is evident. Finally, the feed-
back students receive is much richer, does not suffer attribution problems, and is responsive to the
students’ individual mental models as they develop.
understand program execution. For example, students first learning subtype polymorphism can
more easily approach the idea of a conceptual machine that uses the most derived type, without the
details of a particular implementation using a vtable. Several notional machines at different levels
of abstraction may also be used.
Unfortunately, many students only experience the notional machine as a ”black-box”. A stu-
dent in a traditional setting writes a program, attempts to compile it, and runs it - the only pieces of
feedback they receive are compiler errors/warnings and program output. Neither of these provide
much, if any, insight into what a program actually does when it runs. At best, students are left try-
ing to infer dynamic properties of their programs from static, textual code and verbal descriptions
of what it should do. Without a window into what is happening at runtime, students’ construction
of mental models of the notional machine is hindered.
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When learning to program, students may derive some meaning from the metaphors implicit in
the names of language constructs [12], but unfortunately these metaphors often do not have enough
fidelity to support the creation of viable mental models. This can lead to fragile understandings
dependent on when the metaphors happen to match up with reality. Another pitfall in learning
from a black-box model of a system is that superficial features may be granted inappropriate or
misplaced significance [12]. On the other hand, if students are able to see precisely how constructs
and related metaphors translate to a dynamic program executing at runtime, they can avoid these
misconceptions.
It is worth noting that the notional machine we are trying to illuminate in program visualization
is a much more complex artifact than that which we are trying to illuminate in algorithm visual-
ization. The program being run in the case of algorithm visualization is essentially fixed to focus
on a single algorithm of interest. Of course, the input cases to the algorithm may change, but the
essential procedure that is being carried out is the same each time, and the visualization can be
tailored to illustrate the way this specific procedure works. This is not the case with program vi-
sualization, because what we want to visualize is a conceptual machine that is capabile of running
any program. Many design choices that come up in illuminating the notional machine through
program visualization are more complex than those in specialized algorithm visualization systems.
For example, the question of which conceptual model to use for subcall execution and how to rep-
resent it visually in a program visualization is more complex than the question of how to visualize
a swap in a sorting algorithm.
4.2 Thinking About Dynamic Programs
There is a significant phenomenographic difference between thinking about programming just as
writing code or as thinking about the dynamic runtime entity defined by the code [83] and which
runs on the notional machine. For example, in addition to simply perceiving written code, it may
be second nature for experienced programmers to mentally trace through what their code will do
when run. Sorva [84] proposes that an understanding of program dynamics - the essence of a
program as a “dynamic execution-time entity within a computer” and not just as static code - may
well be a threshold concept for programming students. If students learn to think about programs as
dynamic entities, they are enabled to approach programming from a different and more effective
perspective. Put another way, students must first master program dynamics before they can begin
to truly “think like a programmer”.
A threshold concept [85] represents a particular learning objective that can fundamentally
change the way students approach a topic in general. Threshold concepts are often troublesome for
students due to a number of reasons. The concepts themselves may be particularly complex or may
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not be intuitive to new learners. Another facet of threshold concept theory is the liminality of the
transition. Crossing the threshold marks a qualitative difference in understanding and is not just a
matter of degree. Once mastered, an understanding of the threshold concept enables the student to
much more easily approach subsequent learning goals. It is also not easily forgotten because the
“learning” involves a fundamental shift in the way one thinks about the material.
Focusing on threshold concepts when designing curricula enables instructors to spend time
efficiently both because the concepts themselves are important and because they enable students
to think in a way that enables them to pick up other concepts more quickly. Teachers must be
intentional about teaching threshold concepts because as experts it they may not always be able to
relate intuitively to the thinking of others who have not crossed the threshold.
A general characteristic of threshold concepts is that they often tie together many different
aspects of knowledge in a particular field that may seem unrelated on the surface. This is certainly
true for program dynamics - all the various coding patterns students learn for solving different
problems are related by the mechanics of code execution. An understanding of program dynamics
illuminates why subtle changes in code can lead to a profound difference in the way the code
actually runs.
4.3 Mental Models
When people try to learn about an artifact, they develop an internal mental model of how it works
based on the interactions and experiences they have with the system in question [86]. For our
purposes, a crucial goal of programming education is for students to develop a viable mental model
of the notional machine. A viable model can be used to make accurate predictions about the
system’s behavior in a variety of situations, and for the notional machine this amounts to students
ability to comprehend what programs do when they are run. In this sense, students can “run” code
on their mental models in order to mentally trace code, but this skill requires a well-developed
model and is often quite difficult for novices. On the other hand, models that sometimes make
incorrect predictions or do not “run” smoothly are called fragile.
Mental models cannot be taught in a direct sense. Rather, they are constructed by learners
in response to their experiences with the target material. The construction process is gradual, and
models evolve over time to account for each new experience a learner has with the target system. A
mental model often does not evolve to literally encode the way the system actually works internally,
and the mental models formed by individual learners will often be different from each other.
A conceptual model may be used as an education resource to present a particular representation
of the system at hand in order to provide students with experiences from which they can construct
their own internal, mental models. The conceptual model is not intended to be adopted directly by
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the user as their own mental model, but rather to provide the ideal view of the system at hand for
mental model construction to take place. Conceptual models often leverage abstractions to hide
away unnecessary details and help learners manage cognitive load. Norman discusses Three goals
for effective conceptual models given by Norman [86] are:
• Learnability The student must be able to understand the model that is presented to them and
readily develop a mental model in response.
• Functionality The conceptual model must accurately represent the behaviors of the target
system so that the mental models students develop will in turn be able to make accurate
predictions about the system’s behavior.
• Usability The conceptual model must provide a mechanism for reasoning about the target
system within the constraints of human cognitive processing.
4.3.1 Mental and Conceptual Models of the Notional Machine
It is generally well accepted that a mental model of the notional machine is essential to effective
programming (see e.g. [87, 88, 89, 13, 14]). However, as Ben-Ari argues [13], students do not
innately possess an effective model of a computer. In programming, there is often no clear “real-
world” parallel to a particular concept, and the analogies students tend to apply by intuition often
lead to non-viable mental models. For example, many students will not have prior experience
thinking with an explicit level of indirection, but in languages that use pointers rely heavily on the
concept. Even as they learn, novice programmers’ mental models of a notional machine are likely
to be “incomplete, unscientific, deficient, lacking in firm boundaries, and liable to change at any
time.” [14]. As such, developing a viable model of the notional machine must constantly be kept
in sight as one of the objectives for students in programming courses.
At the same time, presenting students with a conceptual model that shows parts the notional
machine can influence their mental model development. In particular, a visualization of a concep-
tual model can give a student tangible experiences from which to construct a viable mental model
of the notional machine. It is important to emphasize that the visualization is not necessarily pre-
senting a mental model itself, because students must still construct their own models internally.
Rather, a visual and interactive representation of the notional machine allows students the kind of
active learning experiences from which they can build and refine their own understanding.
In one experiment [90], students who worked with a program tracing tool tended to develop
more semantically-oriented mental models while other students who worked without the tool
tended to form syntactically-oriented mental models. This makes intuitive sense, because the stu-
dents who used the tool were in a way interacting with the notional machine, which defines the
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semantic meaning and runtime behavior of language constructs, whereas the other students were
only experiencing the langugage constructs at a syntax level.
In another experiment [91], students were tasked with learning how to write simple programs
in a BASIC-like language. The treatment group was given a conceptual model of the computer,
whereas the control grop was not. Both groups then read an instruction manual describing the
language, which contained both explanations of the language constructs and examples of their
use. The students were then given a code-writing test. On problems that were very similar to the
material in the instruction manual, the control group performed just as well or better. However,
on problems that required at least a moderate amount of transfer (i.e. they were unfamiliar tasks
for the students but could be solved using the same knowledge), students who had learned with a
conceptual model performed better. A later study [92] found that presenting the conceptual model
to students after they have already finished studying the instruction manual did not significant
impact learning outcomes.
These results are consistent with the underlying idea that while a conceptual model of the
notional machine may not improve straightforward retention of material or improve learning on its
own, it can provide a context for knowledge construction that leads to a more robust, viable mental
model that can be more readily applied to new situations.
4.4 Working with Own Code
A major component of our approach is that students are able to perform any visualization and
interaction activities with code that they themselves have written. Students will be fundamentally
more invested in content they have had a hand in generating, and the experience they have with
the visualization is responsive to their current mental model which was used to write the code.
Misconceptions that students hold will be exposed when their code is run and are able to refine
their understanding in response. Allowing students to freely work with their own content also
enables them to explore what-if questions as they come up and removes the sole reliance on an
instructor preparing a small set of examples ahead of time that must somehow be relevant to all
students.
A visualization system that allows students to modify the code being visualized enables them
to explore what-if questions as they come up. Examples prepared ahead of time by an instructor,
even if carefully selected, cannot reasonably account for all cases a student might be interested in.
Beyond this, as the number of examples provided increases, students may become overwhelmed or
have difficulty determining which to focus on. Of course, instructors may still provide an up-front
set of examples known to be tricky or that highlight important cases, but student now have the
freedom to explore beyond these in response to their own understanding. What-if type questions
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often arise in response to a students own realization of a gap in their knowledge, and allow the
opportunity to fill these kinds of gaps.
Allowing students to explore the space of possible programs on their own also gives opportu-
nities for students to pursue higher level learning objectives in Bloom’s taxonomy. For example,
support for own content provides an environment in which creating can take place. Students can
write their own programs, use the visualization to inspect and reflect on what they have created,
and iterate back to make changes based on what they saw. Evaluating is also in view. For example,
a student might be asked to experiment with different ways to code a particular example and weigh
the pros and cons of each. The visualization can be used as a tool to look inside the black-box
and gain an intuition for what the code really does, which feeds into forming deeper and more
meaningful evaluations of the code in question.
The content dimension of the 2DET includes given content, own cases, modified content, own
content (in order of increasing degree of ownership). A program visualization system that allows
the highest levels of content ownership is able to offer much more for students learning. Essentially,
students learn more by doing than by watching. Students working with their own content will be
more invested, have the opportunity to explore what-if questions, and are able to work on higher-
level learning objectives.
The rationale given by Sorva et al. for including a separate dimension for content ownership is
in part that learners may be more invested in and motivated by content they have had some hand
in creating, but their formulation also provides clarity lacking in some parts of earlier taxonomies.
Any learning activity with a visualization naturally includes some degree of content ownership and
a one dimensional taxonomy cannot accommodate this well. For example, the original engagement
taxonomy [16] did not thoroughly account for content ownership and thus whether students view a
visualization of given code, code they are allowed to change, or entirely their own code (potentially
very different learning activities!), the level of engagement would just be viewing.
The extended engagement taxonomy of Myller et al. attempts to address content ownership
by adding the entering input and modifying categories, but these are awkward to consider as a full
learning activity on their own - they must be paired with some other mode of engagement to make
sense. For example, students might enter input and then engage in controlled viewing of the result,
but it doesn’t make sense to just enter input! This phenomenon speaks to the need for an additional,
orthogonal dimension so that one always considers a particular pairing of both direct engagement
and content ownership to characterize a learning activity.
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4.5 Techniques for Illuminating the Notional Machine
The goal of illuminating the notional machine so that students can have rich, hands-on learning
experiences, especially with their own code, provides a lens through which we can view many
techniques for educational program visualization. This perspective puts previous works in context,
many of which have investigated isolated aspects of program visualization, but it also exposes
gaps in the literature. In this work we fill some of these gaps with novel techniques for program
visualization, including in-situ expression evaluation, point and click navigation, targeted error
messages, code-context visualization, static analysis/feedback and runtime analysis/feedback. In
our overall approach, we draw on all of these different aspects of program visualization working
in concert to help students learn about the notional machine. Figure 4.2 shows a brief overview of
each of these aspects.
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Aspect Examples from
Previous Works
Description
Dynamic-Logical Model
for Subcalls [80]
EROSI [93] Subcalls are illustrated as a separate, unique instance
of the called function with it’s own code/memory
display.
Forward/Backward
Navigation
Online Python Tutor
[79], VILLE [94],
WinHIPE [72]
Step-by-step navigation is possible forward and
backward from any point in the simulation.
Memory/Code Duality The Teaching
Machine [95]
Visualization of the execution of code and a display
of memory offer complementary views of the
notional machine.
Multiple
Representations of Data
HDPV [96] Representations of values and objects are designed to
highlight the most important details of how the
notional machine processes them.
Completeness and
Continuity [81]
Jeliot, others [78] The visualization shows every relevant step taken by
the notional machine and should make clear the
transitions from one state to another.
Comprehensiveness Many Systems Support a comprehensive ”language” to offer an
authentic programming experience and avoid
disrupting students’ exploration of the notional
machine.
No Barriers to Use Guo [79] Eliminate barriers to student use (e.g. up-front
installation, training requirements).
Code-Context
Visualization
Novel Use a dynamic representation of the code itself as an
authentic visual/interactive medium (rather than
visual metaphors) to illustrate a program’s execution.
Notional
Machine-Targeted Error
Messages
Novel Both compile-time and run-time error messages
describe what the notional machine was trying to do
and what the problem is.
In-situ Expression
Evaluation
Novel Expression evaluation is shown step-by-step as an
incremental process of replacing each subexpression
with its computed value and in-place, rather than in a
separate area.
Point+Click Navigation Novel Navigation to a particular point in the simulation by
clicking on the code itself, rather than only via
forward/back buttons.
Static
Analysis/Feedback
Novel Static analysis identifies conceptual patterns in
students code and explains them to students in terms
of their own code.
Runtime
Analysis/Feedback
Novel Dynamic analysis identifies errors or undefined
behavior while a program runs and alerts students
with an explanation and guidance for investigating
the problem.
Figure 4.2: Aspects of educational program visualization that support the principles of learn-
ing about the notional machine. Some appear previously throughout the literature, and the middle
column gives example systems which exemplify the approach (these are not intended to be exhaus-
tive). Others are novel techniques presented in this work. Each of these techniques is supported in
the Labster system, and we describe experimental evaluations of several in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 5
The Labster System
Labster is a web-based program visualization system that supports working with students’ own
programs in the C++ language. No installation is required, and using it is as simple as visiting
a web-page. The system supports nearly the entire C++ language and generates visualizations
effortlessly. We have integrated the use of Labster into the EECS 280 course at the University
of Michigan as part of select lab exercises and in-class activities, but also for students to use on
their own to explore programming concepts. As well as an educational tool itself, Labster also
serves as a research platform for investigating program visualization techniques, since the system
architecture can easily be adapted or extended as desired. Labster provides support for each of the
techniques in figure 4.2 and we have conducted experiments to evaluate the effectivness of several,
including the conceptual models for expression evaluation and subcall execution, as well as the
controls for navigating through the visualization. We discuss those experiments in later chapters.
In this chapter, we provide a description of several features of the Labster System and discuss
educational considerations that inform their design and the way in which they support student
learning.
5.1 Narrative Example of Using Labster and Code-Context Vi-
sualization
In this section, we will give a narrative account of the way a student might use Labster in order to
provide the reader an introduction to the system and the way the design principle of code-context
visualization informs the code stack model for subcall execution and the “in situ” expression eval-
uation used in Labster.
The system allows students to write and work with arbitrary C++ code, but also can be config-
ured to provide prepared code that can serve as examples or starting points for students to make
their own modifications. In this case, we assume the student is starting with the recursive im-
plementation of the fact function shown in Figure 5.1, which computes the factorial of a given
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number. The implementation is split into a base case and recursive case where fact calls itself as
a subroutine to compute the desired result.
Figure 5.1: A recursive implementation of factorial, provided as starter code in Labster. Students
can work with a visualization of the code as given, but can also make any changes they like to their
own copy of the code and explore resulting effects on the program’s behavior.
In order to view a visualization of the current code, students switch to the visualization view
which initially only shows the main function in the code execution area and a corresponding stack
frame for main in the memory diagram. Other functions do not appear until they have been called.
The piece of code which is “up next” (i.e. just about to be executed) is highlighted either with
colored underlines or backgrounds, depending on the type of the construct (e.g. green underline
for expression evaluation, colored backgrounds for implicit conversions). In our example, the very
first step is that the fact function is just about to be called. As we progress through the simulation,
each call to fact produces a new invocation of the function in the code area as well as a new stack
frame in the memory diagram (See Figure 5.2.). When each invocation returns, it is removed from
the visualization. The parallel stacks of code execution as well as memory are the major pieces of
what we call the code stack model for subcall execution.
As the visualization progresses, several expressions must be evaluated. As each one is stepped
through, its evaluation is animated “in situ” – in the natural setting of the code itself. Essentially,
the code is “brought to life” as if it were a dynamic entity in the notional machine at runtime.
For example, when testing whether the base case should be applied, the expression n == 0 is
incrementally visualized first by looking up the current value of n and subsequently turning into
either true or false. Another expression, n * fact(n) has its evaluation “interrupted” by
a function call. The value of n is first looked up and remains displayed throughout the execution
of the subcall, which provides valuable context for the overall execution of the program. Only
after the call to fact(n) has completed and has been replaced by the returned value does the
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Figure 5.2: A snapshot of the visualization for the fact function. The code execution and memory
displays in Labster parallel each other in accordance with the code stack model of subcall execution
and several expressions which have been partially evaluated “in situ” are visible.
multiplication take place.
The interplay between “in situ” expression evaluation and the code stack model allows for
context in the visualization of where the program will be going in passive control flow. In this
particular implementation of the fact function, all of the computation is interleaved in the passive
control flow. That is, as the program actively creates new invocations of the factorial function,
the current value of the parameter n to each is essentially stored on the stack frames that have
accumulated and none of the multiplication happens until the call stack unwinds. The fact that
all the invocation of the recursive function are shown stacked up in the code execution area (i.e.
the code stack model) and that each shows partially evaluated expressions including the pending
multiplications (i.e. the expressions are “in situ”) means students can clearly see and gain an
appreciation of how the recursive code actually performs the overall computation.
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5.2 Situating Labster
With respect to the taxonomy of effortless visualization of Ihantola et al. [22], Labster’s scope is
somewhere between course-specific and domain-specific. At present, Labster only supports the
C++ language, but this is sufficient to support use in several different programming courses as
well as data structures and algorithms courses. The ubiquity of programming throughout computer
science means that program visualization is inherently applicable in many situations. Considering
the categories of the integrability dimension of the taxonomy, Labster supports easy installation,
customization, platform independence, documentation, and integration of hypertext. Support for
internationalization, interactive prediction, and course management are being considered for addi-
tion in the future. We discuss support for interaction below.
5.2.1 Ease of Use
No program visualization has seen widespread use [18], and surveys of computer science faculty
[16] reveal that although they overwhelmingly believe visualization can be helpful for learning, the
up-front cost to integrate and use visualization systems in their teaching is prohibitive. Labster is
designed to be used anywhere and by anyone, and requires no installation. Using it is as simple as
opening a webpage. All of Labster’s coding and simulation features run on the client-side, which
means it can be used even without a constant Internet connection. This also means there are no
back-end scalability issues to stand in the way of widespread dissemination. Labster is well-suited
for use in both traditional or online courses, and can be used for demonstrations during instruction,
collaborative work, interactive examples and assignments, or individual coding practice.
Labster supports a subset of C++ that covers almost all features relevant to an introductory
programming course. This is important – our experiences with students in the early phases of
Labster’s development revealed that students expect a system will support the whole language. If
they are trying to write code in a particular way, but one of the constructs they use is unsupported,
it is a significant distraction to have to implement a workaround (e.g. using x = x + y instead of x
+= y). Our goal is for Labster to support individualized learning experiences which are responsive
to each student’s mental model, and that means it needs to work in all cases.
5.3 Editor and Compilation
When students log into Labster, they have access to several code examples from the EECS 280
lectures as well as starter files for the lab exercises that use Labster. Once students load a file for
the first time, a personal copy is created that will save any changes students make to the code.
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Figure 5.3: An error is shown on line 3 because the type of the initializer expression is incompati-
ble. A warning is shown on line 4 because c is uninitialized. When the user hovers the mouse over
the error icon on that line, a detailed explanation appears.
Individual programs can also be started from scratch and saved in the students personal files.
Students are provided a text area for writing their source code. We use the CodeMirror editor
[97] as a front end to provide students with syntax highlighting, line numbers, and other niceties
expected in modern code editors. As students write code, Labster attempts to recompile on the fly
and shows compiler errors and warnings by underlining the relevant part of the code. If the user
hovers the mouse over the error icon, a textual error message is shown.
Labster’s compiler messages often give additional insight into the reason “why” the given code
is erroneous. For warnings in particular, an explanation is given for the potential problems that
could result from the problematic code (see figure 5.3). In some cases, Labster performs additional
analysis on the context in which an error appears to provide a more tailored error message. For
example, figure 5.4 shows two cases where the context in which incompatible types are found is
relevant to the conceptual error a student likely made. In the first case, the student is directed
to think about pointers vs. objects rather than just the fact that the operator is not applicable for
those types. In the second case, the student makes a classic error by forgetting to account for the
null character automatically added to a string literal in certain contexts. Labster detects that the
character array is precisely one element too short and brings this to the user’s attention.
5.4 Visualization
Once students have written a program that successfully compiles, they can launch a visualization
of their program and observe its runtime execution. Students are provided with a visualization of
both the code as it executes and a diagram of the contents of memory.
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Figure 5.4: Labster identifies particular cases in which additional guidance can be provided to shed
light on the conceptual issues behind a particular error.
5.4.1 Interaction Modalities
Labster supports several different interaction modalities. First, we consider activities focused pri-
marily on code reading and program comprehension. This also includes knowledge of language
constructs and their semantic meaning. Students might be presented with ready-made examples
that illustrate particular language constructs or techniques. They would be expected to step through
the program at a varying pace, more quickly for parts they understand well and more slowly for
new or complicated code.
Occasionally, a student will observe behavior that surprises them or contradicts what they
would expect to have happened. In these cases, stepping backward or rewinding to an earlier
statement or the beginning of a function will prove useful for a student to conveniently replay
through tricky sections of code. On subsequent runs through the same section of code, students
may pay more attention to different parts of the visualization like the memory diagram or auxiliary
textual descriptions of what operations are taking place.
Another option would be to support mental program tracing exercises in which students are
asked to predict the output of a program. If the student responds incorrectly, then they can view the
correct answer but more importantly also have the option to simulate the program and find precisely
the reason their prediction was incorrect. This allows for much more fine grained feedback than if
students were simply shown the correct output after making their prediction.
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In addition to activities focused on developing an understanding of how programs execute,
students may also spend time in an iterative process of writing code and then testing it out in the
interactive simulation. As soon as a program compiles, students are able to run their program
either all at once (to check output) or interactively. They may either start from the beginning, jump
to a particular location, or unit test individual functions with adjustable parameters. The latter
feature should be particular helpful for incremental testing because it allows students to focus the
simulation on working with the particular piece of code they are currently writing. Being able to
easily test a function with customizable inputs allows students to quickly form an intuition of the
dynamic relationship between each parameter and the resulting behavior.
5.4.2 Navigation and Controls
Labster offers students the ability to easily navigate throughout the execution of their program.
• Restart Restarts the entire program at the beginning of main.
• Step Forward Moves one step forward in the simulation. This might mean performing the
next value computation in an expression, storing a value into memory, or beginning a new
function invocation, depending on context. Pressing the right arrow key also activates this
command.
• Fast Forward When the user hovers their mouse over an upcoming line in a block of code,
an arrow appears to the left of the line. Clicking this arrow immediatly runs the simulation
up to that statement.
• Rewind When the user hovers their mouse over a previously executed line in a block of
code, an arrow appears to the left of the line. Clicking this arrow immediatly returns the
simulation to the point of execution at the beginning of that statement.
• Step Backward Moves one step backward in the simulation (i.e. inverse of step forward).
Pressing the left arrow key also activates this command.
• Step Over Runs the next code structure (e.g. full-expression, loop, function call, etc.) to be
executed in one step.
• Step Out Runs the rest of the currently executing code structure (e.g. full-expression, loop,
function call, etc.) in one step.
• Run/Pause When the user clicks the run button, Labster enters auto-run mode and will step
forward repeatedly until the user clicks the pause button, a special pause function (see below)
is executed, or a runtime error occurs.
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• Skip To End Skips completely to the end of the simulation without displaying animations
and ignoring any pauses or non-fatal errors.
The user may also scroll using the mouse wheel to move through the code’s execution. Each
scroll unit is the equivalent of a step forward command. This provides a much smoother feeling
than repeatedly clicking the step forward button.
5.4.3 Navigation Labster Functions
Labster provides a few special functions that can be called in the program code and affect aspects
of the simulation when executed.
• void assert(bool condition) Causes a run-time error message to be displayed if
condition evaluates to false. This also pauses the simulation.
• void pause() The simulation will pause if this function is encountered while it is in
auto-run mode.
• void pauseIf(bool condition) The simulation will pause if this function is en-
countered while it is in auto-run mode and condition evaluates to true.
5.5 Runtime Feedback
Some situations that may be encountered while running a program merit additional feedback be-
yond the regular visualization. For example, cases where the behavior of the program is undefined
(e.g. inappropriate memory accesses) are immediately brought to the user’s attention and briefly
explained. As the problematic code is executed, a non-modal pop-up message is displayed.
Runtime alert messages are written in a first-person style and shown alongside a picture of the
“Labster Lobster” in order to personify the feedback given to students. This is intended to make
learning gleaned from catching the mistakes more memorable. It may also have a positive impact
on students motivation to fix these bugs as part of programming exercises [98].
Labster is able to identify several different kinds of undefined behavior at runtime and gives
students explicit feedback about what went wrong. This is in stark contrast to the traditional pattern
of a student writing code, running it on a computer (i.e. on a black box), and perhaps receiving
no specific error messages at all or ones that don’t relate directly to the source of the problem.
For instance, figure 5.5 shows a simulation of code that accidentally steps over the end of an array
and modifies memory it shouldn’t. Any feedback to the student is often delayed until some other
part of code later tries to use the corrupted memory and results in a mysterious runtime error or
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worse, just produces inexplicably incorrect results. In a Labster simulation on the other hand, the
student will receive an error message the moment an operation like pointer arithmetic or indexing
goes off the end of an array. After being alerted to the problem, students may observe the pointer’s
position in the memory diagram or choose to step backward to find observe the steps that led up to
the problem.
Figure 5.5: The Labster lobster reports operations that have undefined behavior to the user. In this
case, the loop condition (which is shown evaluated to true) incorrectly used ptr <= arr+n and
led to an attempt to read memory outside the array in the body of the loop (which uses *ptr).
5.6 Novelty
Many program visualization systems have been developed throughout the last few decades, but our
approach and the Labster system are unique in a number of ways. To our knowledge, it is to date
the most feature-complete program visualization system that allows student to work with their own
content in C++ programming.
The choice of C++ is significant for a number of reasons. C++ programming involves concepts
absent from many other languages like value semantics, indirection (pointers), low-level arrays,
and explicit management of dynamically allocated memory to name but a few. In particular, top-
ics related to pointers and memory are rated among the most difficult by students and teachers.
[99] Additionally, arrays, pointers and references, and parameters are rated as more difficult in
C++ than in Java. [100] Certain aspects of C++ (e.g. a more nuanced memory model, separa-
tion of value/reference semantics) which make these and other concepts inherently more complex.
As such, there are unique opportunities to explore the educational impact of interactive program
visualization.
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Labster supports nearly all C++ language features that would be relevant for students in pro-
gramming courses. Many previous systems did not support all of the most common language
features (e.g. no support for classes) or had visualizations that lacked completeness or continu-
ity for particular features (e.g. no memory diagram is shown, expression evaluation is not shown
step-by-step).
The majority of existing program visualization systems were designed for and evaluated in the
context of first programming courses (CS1). While EECS 280 overlaps with some of the material
traditionally within the purview of CS1, it also includes several more advanced topics that may not
be covered fully until a second course (CS2). From an official course description,
“EECS 280 “Programming and Introductory Data Structures” is a second-semester
programming course. It focuses on computer science concepts that are widely appli-
cable to many programming languages, and implements them in C++.
Techniques and algorithm development and effective programming, top-down anal-
ysis, structured programming, testing, and program correctness. Program language
syntax and static and runtime semantics. Scope, procedure instantiation, recursion,
abstract data types, and parameter passing methods. Structured data types, pointers,
linked data structures, stacks, queues, arrays, records, and trees.”
We thus have an opportunity to explore the impact of program visualization in teaching and
learning about these more complex concepts and programming techniques, many of which are
underrepresented in the present literature.
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CHAPTER 6
Experiments and Methodology
Throughout this work, we present the results of several experimental educational interventions as
part of an ongoing, large-scale study of the use of Labster in EECS 280, a second-level program-
ming and introductory data structures course at the University of Michigan. Students used the tool
formally during select lab exercises and for interactive exercises during one of the lecture sections,
but it was also available for personal use at any time. Logging data is automatically collected while
students use the tool for analysis of how and how much they use it.
6.1 Participants and Data Collection
Students taking the EECS 280 course at the University of Michigan are asked to participate in the
study and given a clear option to opt-out. Students who opt-out still use the visualization tool and
complete any tests or surveys as part of the regular course, but data from these will not be used for
the study. To date, students in the Fall 2014, Winter 2015, Spring 2015, and Fall 2015 terms have
participated in the study.
Both of the researchers involved in this study have currently or in the past been part of the
instructional staff for the course. Once collected, student data is anonymized and only accessible
to research staff. Research data was not be available for any purposes related to normal course
procedures (e.g. determining grades). Students were informed about the nature of the study and
that whether or not they choose to participate in the study will not affect their course grade.
6.1.1 Grouping by Pre-Lab Confidence Levels
We identified groups of participants based on their confidence with the material before going into
the lab exercises. Students responses to several Likert-scale questions concerning their confidence
with the material (e.g. ”I understand the concept of [topic]”, ”I feel confident I will be able to
answer [topic] questions on course examinations”) were converted to a numeric equivalent, aver-
aged, and rounded to the nearest whole number to determine a pre-lab confidence level for each
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student. A higher number indicates higher confidence. The percentage of students allocated to
each confidence group from both terms is shown in Figure 6.1.
We will focus on groups of students with pre-lab confidence levels of 3 and 4 in some of
the experimental results that follow. Roughly, group 4 can be considered moderately confident
students, while students in group 3 are less confident than average. The distributions of raw,
unrounded averages assigned to these groups were similar across terms, so comparing the same
group from one term to the next is fair. Groups 1, 2, and 5 represent the extremes, and while it is
interesting to consider the implications of program visualization for these students, we do not have
a large enough sample of these groups to report meaningful results.
Figure 6.1: Distribution of confidence scores according to pre-test responses. Group 4 represents
students who are moderately confident, whereas group 3 students are less confident than average.
6.1.2 Grouping by Time Spent
Basic logging data is collected for user activity on Labster. The time a user spent working with
Labster during was measured as the total duration of a sequence of active sessions using the system.
An active session starts when a user logs in to the system and ends with a period of inactivity lasting
10 minutes or longer. Any action the user takes (loading a file, modifying source code, stepping in
the simulation, etc.) prolongs the current session.
During weeks when Labster was used for lab exercises, we assume the vast majority of time
students spent using the system was in fact related to the lab activities. In the Fall 2014, Winter
2015, and Spring 2015 terms, Labster was not used in any official capacity other than the labs.
During the Fall 2015 term, Labster was used in one lecture section for in-class exercises, but only
after the experiment that term had already been completed.
6.1.3 EECS 280 Terms
Here we briefly describe the participant groups from each term of EECS 280 during which experi-
ments were conducted. We also explain the rationale for excluding the Spring 2015 term from the
analyses and results presented here.
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6.1.3.1 The Spring 2015 Term
We conducted several experiments during the Spring 2015 term, but ultimately decided not to use
these data for our analyses.
We found the Spring term to be too simply too different an environment to make meaningful
comparisons with regular terms. The overall pacing of the Spring term is accelerated to fit into
roughly 2 months rather than 4 months for a regular term. In particular, students were only given
two to three days to complete each lab assignment instead of a week. Additionally, the course staff
for the Spring term consisted of only a few veteran instructors, whose individual skill may not be
representative of a regular term.
We found that the amount of time spent working on the lab, the amount of time spent taking
the surveys, and the percent of students who filled out the surveys incorrectly (e.g. in the wrong
order) were vastly different for the Spring term contrasted against the regular terms, which were
all similar in these measures. Confidence levels and performance on pre-lab surveys also tended
to vary much more when comparing any regular term to the Spring, which may also reflect the
different pacing of the course (e.g. which lectures had been covered before/during/after each lab.)
Finally, enrollment for the Spring term is much smaller than regular terms, and only 59 students
participated in the study, making it difficult to identify results with statistical significance.
6.2 Methodology
Many of our interventions were conducted under a quasi-experimental, nonequivalent groups de-
sign as a part of several lab exercises during the Fall 2014, Winter 2015, Spring 2015, and Fall
2015 terms. These include the results of the expression evaluation experiment in chapter 7 and the
navigation controls experiment in chapter 9. In these quasi-experiments, the groups compared were
from different terms and received differing conditions with respect to whether Labster was used or
which version of Labster was used and which visualization features were available (e.g. what kind
of navigation controls were provided, which conceptual model of recursion was visualized).
We also conducted an experimental between-subjects experiment with an independent groups
design during the Fall 2015 term. The experiment compared two versions of Labster that presented
different conceptual models of recursion, and is discussed in chapter 8. Students in the course were
randomly assigned to two groups and had access to one of two different versions of Labster that
differed in the conceptual model of subcall execution that was presented.
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6.2.1 Lab Exercises
Students complete lab exercises throughout the course, each assigned at the start of the week and
due Friday night. Each lab is focused on reinforcing a specific concept (e.g. recursion, arrays
and pointers, dynamic memory, etc.) that has been recently covered in lecture. Generally, each
lab consists of starter code for an example program and students fill in missing code or function
implementations. A set of instructions tells students what needs to be done and guides them toward
the correct use of relevant concepts.
Students are encouraged to attend one of several one-hour discussion sections throughout the
week during which they work on the lab individually or in small groups. An instructor (TA) is also
available during the lab to explain the assignment, review concepts, or answer any questions. How-
ever, we have found many students do not consistently attend discussions as the term progresses
and prefer to complete the lab exercise on their own time. The labs are designed so that students
with a reasonable understanding of the material can complete them in an hour, but many students
end up spending additional time.
6.2.2 Pre and Post Lab Surveys
Students who chose to participate in the study took pre-lab and post-lab surveys via an online ser-
vice. The surveys included short tests to assess their understanding of the relevant course material
as well as survey questions about the labs and the use of Labster. The time requirement to respond
to the surveys was approximately 10-15 minutes each, although students were allowed to work as
long as they liked to complete the problems.
Pre-lab surveys were released to students at the beginning of the week and post-lab surveys
were released two days later. In accordance with the way students were allowed to work on the lab
exercise on their own throughout the week, many students took the post-survey several days after
the pre-survey. Weekly lab assignments were due at 11:55pm Friday, but students were allowed
to respond to the post-survey until 11:55pm Sunday. For participants who had taken both surveys,
responses were filtered to remove those who had taken the surveys in the wrong order or had
taken the pre-survey and post-survey without enough time in-between to actually have done the
lab exercises.
6.2.3 Student Confidence
Students responded to Likert scale questions on the pre and post lab surveys about their profi-
ciency with the material for that lab. They were given a set of statements and asked to indicate for
each whether they strongly disagreed, disagreed, neither agreed nor disagreed, agreed, or strongly
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agreed. The following set of statements, taken from the Arrays and Pointers lab, is representative:
• I understand the concept of arrays.
• I understand the concept of pointers.
• I understand the difference between traversal by index and traversal by pointer.
• I can write code to traverse an array by index.
• I can write code to traverse an array by pointer.
• I can write code to manipulate arrays using pointers. (e.g. Task 2 functions.)
• I feel confident I will be able to answer array/pointer questions on course examinations.
Students’ self-reported assessments of learning are often positively correlated with their teach-
ers’ evaluations, albeit not completely free of threats to validity [101]. Students self-evaluations
are often biased upward, but this effect should apply equally regardless of the educational inter-
vention used. Students’ evaluation of the efficacy of particular learning approaches may also be
influenced by other factors than the objective degree to which their understanding has improved.
For example, enjoyment of a particular learning activity can be negatively correlated with learn-
ing, perhaps because activities which do not expose flaws in students learning may make them
feel more comfortable [102]. In our experiments, analysis of objective measures of learning can
alleviate these concerns.
Furthermore, factors such as confidence and students’ attitudes, have been shown to be pre-
dictors of student success in CS courses, even in studies where more traditionally held qualifica-
tions such as mathematics proficiency or previous coding experience do not correlate as strongly
[103, 104]. Wilson [105] found that a students comfort level was the strongest predictor of success
in a CS1 course. Comfort level was judged by a students likelihood of asking questions during vari-
ous parts of the course, perceived anxiety while working on assignments, perceived difficulty of the
course and programming in general, and perceived understanding of course material as compared
to classmates. This result suggests that increasing student comfort level may be a worthwhile goal
in its own right, although it must also be cautioned that students who are already set to succeed in
a course for other reasons would tend to feel more confident. Additionally, comfort level may also
play an especially important role in the success of underrepresented groups in in computer science
courses. Scragg and Smith [106] found that female students’ self confidence exerts an influence
on retention, although the evidence was not overwhelming.
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6.2.4 Questions about Lab Efficacy
Students responded to several questions about their experience with the lab exercises on the post-
lab surveys. Students were given a set of statements and asked to indicate for each whether they
strongly disagreed, disagreed, neither agreed nor disagreed, agreed, or strongly agreed. The fol-
lowing set of statements, taken from the Arrays and Pointers lab, is representative:
• This lab has improved my understanding of arrays and pointers.
• The lab activities were an effective use of time.
• I was able to keep up with the pace of the lab and finish on time.
• I enjoyed working on this lab.
• Working on this lab game me a better idea of how code using arrays and pointers actually
works.
• Working on this lab has improved my programming skills overall.
6.2.5 Questions about Using Labster
If the students had used Labster, they also responded to questions about Labster and its use during
the lab exercises. Some questions asked about using whether Labster was helpful with respsect
to specific coneptual topics covered during the lab. Students were given a set of statements and
asked to indicate for each whether they strongly disagreed, disagreed, neither agreed nor disagreed,
agreed, or strongly agreed. The following set of statements, taken from the Arrays and Pointers
lab, is representative:
• The Labster program visualization was clear and easy to follow.
• Using Labster improved my understanding of arrays.
• Using Labster improved my understanding of pointers.
• Using Labster made code using arrays and pointers easier to understand.
• Using Labster made working the lab exercises more productive.
• Using Labster made working the lab exercises more enjoyable.
• I plan to use Labster for additional study or to review arrays and pointers on my own.
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• I would recommend Labster to other students learning about arrays and pointers.
• I would like to use Labster for more labs beyond this one.
6.2.6 Conceptual Questions and Coding Problems
We developed a set of questions designed to evaluate students’ degree of understanding of the
material covered in each lab and proficiency with relevant coding skills. In particular, the code
reading/writing questions concern distinct programs and examples from those encountered in the
lab material itself. Thus we are able to quantify the degree to which students’ learning is able to
generalize to other cases involving the same concepts. Additionally, no individual student received
the same question on both the pre-test and post-test. We felt that testing students ability to approach
a novel problem was a more genuine measure than if they had seen the exact same problem on the
pre-test and the post-test.
Some of the problems given to students on the pre-lab and post-lab surveys required students
to write a code snippet or function implementation to perform a particular task. These questions
were scored according to a rubric which allowed partial credit for each conceptual piece of a
working solution. The scores assigned to submissions form an ordinal scale, such that a higher
score represents better performance, but numeric differences between scores are not meaningful.
For the Recursion lab, the problems also specified whether the solution should be written using
iteration, recursion, or tail recursion. Responses that used the wrong strategy were considered
incorrect even if the code was otherwise functional. We did not deduct points for poor formatting
or superfluous syntax errors. The two code-writing problems are shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7.
6.3 Measurement, Statistical Procedures, and Significance Test-
ing
Results from lab surveys are all measured on an ordinal scale and statistical significance testing
was done using the Mann-Whitney U test. This includes student responses to five point likert
scale agree/disagree statements regarding confidence with the material, statements about the lab
activities, and statements about the Labster system. Scores on the conceptual, code-reading, and
code-writing questions also form an ordinal scale.
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CHAPTER 7
Experiment: Expression Evaluation
Nearly all the “heavy-lifting” done in a program happens in the context of expression evaluation.
In order to illuminate the details of expression evaluation by the notional machine, a visualization
system must support stepping through the program at a very fine of granularity. However, it is also
important to consider the conceptual model that is used to present expression evaluation to the user.
The Labster system uses a novel conceptual model of “in situ” expression evaluation. Essentially,
expressions are visualized as dynamic source code - as each subexpression evaluates, an animation
smoothly replaces it with the resulting value. This all occurs in the same, natural context where
students will read and have to understand expressions when they are writing code.
In this chapter, we survey the program visualization literature relevant to expression evaluation,
describe the “in situ” expression evaluation model, and report the results of an initial investigation
that shows working with Labster improved students ability to trace code using expressions to work
with arrays and pointers.
7.1 Background
Sirkia discusses the importance of [107] expression-level visualization and gives several examples
of language constructs that require it. These include assignment, function calls, object construc-
tion, and member access. Many others exist as well. He also describes difficulties in expression-
level visualization including presenting the right level of granularity and finding a way to distin-
guish between the many different kinds of expressions within the visualization. Technical diffi-
culties also arise if a visualization is based on traces from existing debugging tools which only
provide statement-level information. Labster avoids this issue because it works as a full-fledged
interpreter for the language and has access to information about the program state at any level of
granularity.
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7.1.1 Visualization Systems for Functional Programming
Much of the work on visualizing expression evaluation has been done in the context of the func-
tional programming paradigm. Expression evaluation plays an even larger role in functional pro-
gramming languages than in an imperative/procedural paradigm, because the program is almost
entirely structured as a value computation rather than as a sequence of statements producing ef-
fects.
At the same time, elements of a visualization like a memory diagram are less relevant in a func-
tional paradigm because the notional machine in functional programming has no concept of state.
A conceptual model of expression animation generally does not need to account for side-effects
(i.e. anything other than ”evaluation”), because functional programming languages generally have
no side-effects. Thus, conceptual models that are successful in functional programming may not
always translate to other paradignms.
In this section, we give an brief overview of visualization systems for functional languages in
the previous literature.
7.1.1.1 The WinHIPE Visualization System
WinHIPE [72], an IDE for functional programming, supports interactive program tracing and an-
imation. It adheres to the effortless paradigm of visualization in that the system automatically
generates visualizations for written code and there is no overhead for the user to work with the
visualizations. The goal of this approach is to provide high value visualizations at low cost to the
user.
WinHIPE’s visualization mechanism focuses on expression evaluation using a model based on
the idea of term rewriting, which involves the successive replacement of terms in the expression
working toward a normal form (i.e. the value of the expression). The tracing system supports a
number of ways to step through the evaluation of an expression, including one step at a time, n
steps at a time, or all at once. Moving backward through evaluation is also supported. WinHIPE
also introduces a form of breakpoints so that a function may be marked and evaluation is paused
at the beginning of each evaluation of that function.
Animations in WinHIPE are shown as a sequence of static frames, each corresponding to a
specific point in the evaluation of an expression. Because some evaluations may involve a very
large number of individual steps, the user is allowed to manually select which frames should be
included in a customized animation and can save the animation for later. Once the frames to include
are selected, each is labeled with the individual step of evaluation that corresponds to the transition
from the previous selected frame. Textual explanations for each frame may be manually annotated
and included in the animation. The final animation can be stepped through manually (both forward
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and backward), or played at a specified speed.
By default, animations in WinHIPE are displayed so that every part of intermediate expressions
are visible to the user, but very large expressions can be shown using a customizable ”fish-eye”
view [82] that automatically elides subexpressions that are less relevant to the current evaluation.
The degree of interest required Most expressions are displayed using a textual format similar to
the syntax with which they are originally written, but specialized graphical representations are
used for lists and trees because textual representations proved unreadable. Fully evaluated subex-
pressions are distinguished from those that have yet to be evaluated. Aesthetic components of the
visualizations (e.g. font, spacing, colors) can be customized by the user.
An empirical evaluation of WinHIPE [62] compared learners using the system to build visual-
izations of a tree traversal algorithm (i.e. selecting which frames to include in a final animation)
to those only viewing animations that had previously been generated by others. This experiment
should also be understood in the context of effortless algorithm animation - the primary work of
students in the builder group was to determine which frames to include in the animation. This is
only a small set of activities normally included at the constructing level of engagement, and the
rest were essentially made ”effortless” for students, so the results may not extend to other forms
of constructing. It may be that the careful consideration of the algorithm required to determine
which frames are relevant can be distilled as one of the most impactful elements of construction
activities.
7.1.1.2 Other Visualization Systems for Functional Languages
The ZStep 95 system [108] visualizes the execution of Lisp programs and provides unique mech-
anisms for navigating through the evaluation of expressions. Clicking on an expression in the
program display will automatically run either forward or backward to the point at which that ex-
pression is executed. A number of other systems that provide debugging and/or visualization
support for functional languages have been developed and used in educational contexts, including
the LISP Evaluation Modeler[109], ELM-ART [110], and an interactive visualization system for
the Miranda language [111].
7.2 in situ Expression Evaluation in Labster
The conceptual model of expression evaluation used in Labster is based on a term-rewriting model,
but specifically peforms term-rewriting in the context of the source code itself. The code for any
expression is essentially a dynamic medium for visualizaton to take place. When the program
runs and an expression is being evaluated, each step forward is visualized as a smooth transition
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with a particular subexpression replaced by its computed value. The conceptual model is intended
to convey the sense of an incremental replacement of subexpressions with their computed value,
moving from the inside out.
A key point of the “in situ” model that differentiates it from the conceptual models used in other
systems is that expression evaluation is visualized in an appropriate context. When students write
programs, and specifically expressions, they will not be writing in a designated “evaluation area”
or using visual metaphors of boxes containing values and graphical representations of operations.
Rather, they will be looking at source code, and so we use the code itself as a medium to visually
present a term-rewriting model. We bring the source code to life to show how it evaluates, in
arguably the same fashion an expert programmer’s mental model allows them to trace through
evaluation in their head.
Furthermore, Labster allows the user to step through each individual operation in the evaluation
of an expression (see figure 7.1), even including things like implicit conversions and the lvalue-to-
rvalue conversion responsible for “looking up” the value of an object in memory”. This is essential
to uphold the principle of continuity [81] so that students understand exactly how a particular value
is calculated or why certain side effects are produced. Stepping through at a coarser granularity
would certainly be sufficient activities like debugging when an expert programmer is trying to
narrow down where the program’s behavior deviates from the expected, but this is not the case for
novice programmers trying to construct a mental model of the notional machine in the first place.
Indeed, the goal of educational programming activities is to develop the viable mental model of
program execution that would be required to interpret the results from line-by-line debugging.
Other conceptual models of expression evaluation have been used in other program visualiza-
tion systems, some of which are closer to the way compiled programs handle expressions, and have
appeared in previous systems. For example, the visualization may show a separate evaluation area
in which each subexpression is individually evaluated one at a time before the overall result of a
full expression or statement is shown (e.g. the Jeliot systems [78], see Figure 7.2). This isolation is
undesirable - not necessarily because of a separate evaluation area, but because each subexpression
is presented separately and out of context, increasing the cognitive load required for mental trac-
ing. This might be just be annoying for expert users, but it is even more problematic for novices
still working to construct a viable mental model. Ultimately, the conceptual models used should
be developed in light of how a human mind thinks about a program and the notional machine, not
how a computer actually processes them.
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Figure 7.1: An example of expression evaluation visualized in Labster. Frames are shown top
to bottom, left to right. The next operation to be performed is highlighted or underlined. Light
green boxes indicate lvalue-to-rvalue conversions, whereas pink boxes indicate implicit arithmetic
conversions.
7.3 Experiment
In order to determine whether Labster was effective in helping students learn about expression
evaluation, we conducted a study during the EECS 280 “Arrays and Pointers” lab activities. We
used a quasi-experimental, nonequivalent groups design. For a full discussion of our experimen-
tal methodology, see chapter 6. Of course, all programming in C++ involves understanding and
writing some expressions, but the activities in this lab in particular made use of some particularly
complex expressions including the *, &, [], ++ (prefix), and ++ (postfix) operators.
During the lab activities, students wrote several functions that worked with arrays. In particular,
students wrote the following functions:
• A function to traverse an array using indices.
• A function to traverse an array using pointers.
• A function to reverse the contents of an array using pointers.
• A function to shift the contents of an array using pointers.
• (Optional) A function to remove duplicates from an array using pointers.
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Figure 7.2: A snapshot of the Jeliot 3 program visualization system, which evaluates expressions
in a separate area using a graphical representation.
The conceptual questions on the lab surveys involved tracing code arrays and pointers and are
shown in Figure 7.3. An understanding of expression evaluation is essential to correctly predict
the result of each of the given code snippets.
Figure 7.3: The code-tracing task from the Arrays/Pointers lab surveys.
Students in both the control and experimental groups completed lab exercises that were essen-
tially identical except for the use of Labster. Students in the control group were allowed to use
the code editor and compiler of their choice to work through the lab exercise, but our experience
suggests very few would have run their code with a debugger or any other additional tool. The lab
exercises all include testing code provided to students which allow them to assess whether their
solutions are correct. Students in the experimental group used Labster in place of their editor and
compiler, and were also encouraged to interact with the visualization of their code throughout the
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lab exercises and when testing their code.
Because there was no strict requirement, it is conceivable that some students in the treatment
group may have completed the exercises without using the visualization significantly or at all.
However, it is also the case that students (in either the control or treatment groups) could complete
and pass the lab without ever compiling or running their programs, and a number students won’t
attempt the lab assignment at all on any given week. The difference between groups should not
be seen as based exactly on what students did, but rather on the nature of the lab assignment with
which they were presented.
7.4 Results
Several figures summarize the results from the pre-lab and post-lab surveys for the “Arrays and
Pointers” Lab.
• Figure 7.4 shows students performance on the code tracing questions shown in Figure 7.3.
• Figure 7.5 shows responses to self-evaluation questions.
• Figure 7.6 shows responses to questions about the efficacy of the lab activities.
• Figure 7.7 shows responses from students in the treatment group to questions about using
Labster to work with arrays and pointers.
Figure 7.4: Evaluation of students’ code-tracing skills before and after the “Arrays and Pointers”
lab in EECS 280. Students in the treatment group used Labster, while students in the control group
did not use any visualization system (“None”). Significant results are denoted with *.
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Figure 7.5: Students’ responses to self-assessment questions before and after “Arrays and Point-
ers” lab in EECS 280. Students in the treatment group used Labster, while students in the control
group did not use any visualization system (“None”). Significant results are denoted with *.
Figure 7.6: Students’ responses to questions about efficacy of the lab exercises before and after
“Arrays and Pointers” lab in EECS 280. Students in the treatment group used Labster, while
students in the control group did not use any visualization system (“None”). Significant results are
denoted with *.
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Figure 7.7: Student responses to survey questions after using Labster in the Winter 2015 term.
(Treatment group only.)
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CHAPTER 8
Experiment: Recursion
Recursion is a fundamental concept in computer science, yet recursive programming is often quite
difficult for beginning students. One contributing factor to this difficulty is the fact that in order to
use recursion, a student must have a viable understanding of several other underlying concepts. In
particular, understanding the way function calls and the call stack work is an essential prerequisite
to reading and writing recursive code. In this chapter, we investigate the use of two different
conceptual models for recursion that can be presented to students as part of an interactive program
visualization system. We compare a novel “code stack” model to the kinds of “static source”
models used in many contemporary program visualization systems. Students who used the “code
stack” model saw greater improvements in confidence and performance on examinations and also
evaluated the lab activities and use of program visualization more positively.
8.1 Background
8.1.1 Mental Models of Recursion
Inexperienced programmers often have non-viable models of recursion [112, 113, 114, 115]. For
example, in the “looping” model of recursion, students can follow recursive calls forward but do
not account for pending work to be done after each returns. Rather than a stack of function calls,
only the most recent one is considered. Such a model is somewhat workable in cases where the final
answer is computed at the base case, but not in any where the passive control flow is significant.
Students must develop a mental model that accounts for both active and passive control flow
[114] in order to master recursive programming. The “copies” model is generally thought to be
the one held by experts, and does implicitly account for passive control flow. Each invocation
of the function is seen to create a new copy, and when the function returns the current copy is
destroyed and the previous one is resumed. However, students who appear to have a copies model
for tracing code may not truly understand recursion, especially when important computation is
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done in the passive control flow [116]. The copies model implicitly accounts for passive flow, but
it does not strongly emphasize the dynamic processes that take place when calling or returning
from individual invocations in a recursive call chain. Students may either need to be explicitly
taught about these processes or exposed to them by a visualization that emphasizes these aspects
of recursion.
8.2 Control Flow and Subcall Execution in the Notional Ma-
chine
George [80] argues that difficulties students have understanding recursion are largely due to an
inadequate mental model of subcall execution. Because students don’t understand what really
happens when a function is called, they don’t have the proper foundation required to build an
understanding of recursion. George recommends visualizations of code execution should be based
on a dynamic-logical model of subcall execution, which emphasizes the creation of a separate,
unique instance of every called function.
The EROSI (Explicit Representer Of Subprogram Invocations) Tutor [117] is a program visu-
alization tool that animates subcall execution in pre-made examples following George’s dynamic-
logical [80] model. Sequential execution through program text is shown by highlighting the cur-
rently executing statement and each function call spawns a new, separate box that displays the
program text for that function’s execution. The design of the animation is such that both active
flow into subcalls and passive flow back to the point of invocation are emphasized.
Experiments with EROSI revealed it was effective in leading students toward development
of a viable copies model of recursion [117], which makes sense as a natural consequence of the
dynamic-logical conceptual model. The authors also report that incorrect student responses on
post-treatment evaluations were often due to exogenous factors rather than to non-viable models
of recursion. However, these included misconceptions about variable storage and updating that
indicate an incomplete understanding of the way each function has its own separate “instances” of
local variables and parameters with the same name. This could rightly be considered an important
parallel aspect of a viable copies model of recursion that deals with memory as well as execu-
tion. EROSI did not include a memory diagram for these experiments, which perhaps could have
ameliorated these issues.
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8.3 The Static Source Model in Contemporary Systems
Many program visualizations use a variation on what we will call the static source model. In these
systems, the source code for the program is shown as an immutable whole, and does not change
as the program runs. Rather, as different parts of the program run, the visualization provides an
indication of which part of the code is executing, such as an arrow pointing to the current line or
a highlight showing the currently evaluating expression. When a function is called, the indicator
essentially “jumps” to the source code for the called function. Systems with this model often
provide some additional information about which functions have been called, such as a stack trace
or visual depiction of stack frames for each function invocation in memory. The distinguishing
feature of a static source model, however, is that a function’s source code itself is not duplicated
when that function is called. When a function is called recursively, only the source code for the
most recent call can be represented.
Many contemporary visualization systems, including The Online Python Tutor [79], The Teach-
ing Machine [95], and Jeliot 3 [78] use a static source model. These systems are shown in Figures
8.1-8.3.
Figure 8.1: A snapshot of the Online Python Tutor visualizing recursive calls in a factorial
program. The base case has been reached and the value 2 is about to be returned. A static source
model is used. The user can see the stack frames for each invocation in the memory diagram, but
no details of the current point of execution in the previous calls are shown.
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Figure 8.2: A snapshot of Jeliot 3 visualizing recursive calls in a factorial program. The
base case has been reached and the value 2 is about to be returned. A static source model is used.
Although the user can tell how many calls are overlaid in the method area, no details of the previous
calls are shown.
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Figure 8.3: A snapshot of The Teaching Machine visualizing recursive calls in a factorial
program. The base case has been reached and the value 2 is about to be returned. A static source
model is used. The user can see the values of each local variable n in memory, but no details of
the current point of execution in the previous calls are shown.
8.4 The Code Stack Model in Labster
The conceptual model of subcall execution presented by Labster draws on George’s dynamic-
logical model but additionally incorporates the ideas of using the source code itself as context and
presenting two parallel stacks for both execution and memory. In Labster, the code being executed
is shown distinctly from the source code for the program, and each function call essentially results
in another copy of the source code for that function being represented. This is in stark contrast to
a static source model.
At the beginning of each run through the visualization, the only code showing is that of the
main function. As the user steps into a function call (active flow), the source code for the called
function appears above that for the previous call and a associated stack frame is visualized in the
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memory display (see figure 8.4). The calling function is dimmed to indicate it is “on hold” and
the location from which the call was made is underlined to indicate where the passive will return
to after the most recent call is finished (passive flow). When a return statement is stepped through
in Labster, the evaluated value of the returned expression is animated moving back to the location
from which the call was made (see figure 8.5).
Figure 8.4: Progression from left to right: When a function is called, a new invocation with its own
copy of the function code is shown and a new stack frame is displayed in the memory diagram.
Labster emphasizes the passive flow in a number of ways. A function is dimmed after calling
another to indicate it is “on hold” and the point to which execution will return is highlighted. When
a return does happen, the function is “reactivated” and un-dimmed as the returned value is animated
moving from the return statement to the evaluated value of the function call. Additionally, the
appropriate context to which a function call will return is always available, because the source code
for the previous invocation (including the partially evaluated expression containing the recursive
function call!) is always displayed underneath the current invocation.
Labster also visualizes the Tail Call Optimization (TCO) that many compilers perform to the
reduce the space complexity of tail recursive code. Because a tail call is the last piece of work
to be done in a function, the memory used for that function’s stack frame can be reused for the
next invocation. Tail recursive calls are shown in a different color in Labster’s visualization, and
instead of showing a new, separate function invocation, the old one is simply reused. The values
of the arguments to the tail recursive call are animated moving to the parameters of the current
function, as if it were literally calling itself. This matches closely the conceptual idea that the only
recursive functions that really call themselves (i.e. an invocation calling itself) are those that are
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Figure 8.5: Left: An argument is animated moving from its location in the function call expression
to a parameter in the new function invocation. Right: When a function returns a value, it is ani-
mated moving back to the point from which the function was called. Afterward, the called function
and its stack frame disappear before control returns to the calling function.
tail recursive. All other recursive function invocations actually call a new invocation of the same
function.
Of course, a major difference between Labster and earlier systems like the EROSI Tutor [117]
is that Labster allows students to work with their own code in addition to examples prepared ahead
of time by an instructor.
8.4.1 Contrasting the Code Stack and Static Source Models
The code stack model adheres to the general principles of completeness and continuity [81]. With
resepct to completeness, one cannot deny that an expert’s mental model of the notional machine
accounts for separate stack frames of both execution and memory, and it follows that they deserve
representation in a conceptual model of the notional machine. This is not to say students are ex-
pected to directly encode a visualized representation in their minds, but rather that the visualization
needs to provide rich experiences with this aspect of the notional machine from which students can
construct their own mental model, whatever the resulting internal representation may be. A visu-
alization that doesn’t tell the full story, so to speak, will likely lead to inadequate understanding. A
static source model does not account for the fact that each invocation of a function
It is also important to view the goal of completeness as showing a complete representation of
the notional machine, not the actual machine. Interestingly, the code stack model may actually
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be more distant from the low-level actuality of how a computer processes subcalls. In compiled
languages, at least, the code for a function is translated into line-by-line machine instructions stored
sequentially in memory, and there is truly only one instance of these. When a subcall is executed,
there is no stack of pending functions waiting to be processed in the passive flow - just a single
return address that indicates where to pick up in the source code. A static source model matches
this quite well, but the goal should be is to present an appropriate conceptual model of the notional
machine, not the actual machine!
In addition to providing context, showing the entire stack of execution and memory frames is
necessary to enable visualization of interactions across different frames. For example, a simple
swap function implemented with pointers or references should be visualized in terms of the con-
nection the parameters (i.e. local variables in swap) have to the variables being swapped that exist
on a lower frame in the stack.
As the amount of source code at hand grows, a static source approach may become more diffi-
cult to use. The sheer volume of code to be displayed in the visualization may be overwhelming,
whereas a code-stack approach only shows code that is currently being used. Additionally, exe-
cution may ”jump” from one place in the source code to another, which can be disconcerting for
students.
The code stack approach also provides a natural way to visualize code for functions included
from libraries or implicitly defined by the compiler should be displayed (e.g. an implicitly defined
copy constructor in C++). While a static source approach could accommodate these sorts of things
as a special case, any strategy that involves code dynamically appearing when a function is called
is essentially just borrowing from the code stack approach.
8.5 Experiment
In order to compare the effectiveness of the static source and code stack models, we conducted
an experimental intervention using a between-subjects, independent groups design during the “Re-
cursion” lab activities for the Fall 2015 term of EECS 280. Students in the course were randomly
assigned to two groups and had access to one of two different versions of Labster that differed only
in whether a static source or code stack was used model. For a full discussion of our experimental
methodology, see chapter 6.
During the lab activities, students wrote several functions that used iteration, recursion, and tail
recursion. In particular, students wrote the following functions:
• An iterative function to print numbers from a recursively defined sequence.
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• A recursive (trivially tail recursive) function to print numbers from a recursively defined
sequence.
• An iterative function to count the occurrences of a digit in the base ten representation of an
integer.
• A recursive function to count the occurrences of a digit in the base ten representation of an
integer.
• A tail recursive function to count the occurrences of a digit in the base ten representation of
an integer.
Some of the problems given to students on the pre-lab and post-lab surveys required students
to write a code snippet or function implementation to perform a particular task. These questions
were scored according to a rubric which allowed partial credit for each conceptual piece of a
working solution. For the Recursion lab, the problems also specified whether the solution should
be written using iteration, recursion, or tail recursion. Responses that used the wrong strategy
were considered incorrect even if the code worked otherwise. We did not deduct points for poor
formatting or superfluous syntax errors. The two code-writing problems are shown in Figures 8.6
and 8.7.
Figure 8.6: Code-Writing Task 1: Students are asked to use recursion to write a function that
checks for a power of 2.
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Figure 8.7: Code-Writing Task 2: Students are asked to convert between strategies for implement-
ing a function to count prime numbers.
We also compared the performance of both groups on a recursion question included in the
midterm exam, which is shown in figure 8.14. The problem asked students to write a recursive
function to filter elements from a tree. This is a much more difficult problem than those on the
post-lab surveys, and is also dissimilar from the functions students wrote in the lab exercise. In
fact, the lab exercises didn’t involve trees at all, but were aimed at teaching students the underlying
concepts that are relied on to work with trees recursively. This means that the exam problem likely
tests transfer of knowledge more effectively than the problems on the post-lab survey, which were
quite similar to the ones students saw during the lab activities.
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8.5.1 Labster Blue and Labster Maize
Students were randomly assigned into groups that used either the “Blue” or “Maize” versions of
Labster. Labster Blue was an adapted version that used a static source model similar to what is
used in many contemporary program visualization systems. Labster Maize was the regular version
of Labster, which uses the code stack model.
Figure 8.8: A snapshot of the Maize and Blue versions of Labster visualizing different conceptual
models of subcall execution for a factorial program. The base case has been reached and the
value 2 is about to be returned. The Maize version (left) presents the code stack model and displays
the source code for functions that have been called in a stack of execution frames, which appear
and disappear with function calls and returns. The top frame corresponds to the function that is
currently executing. The Blue version (right) presents a static source model and shows the source
code verbatim. The organization of the code is fixed as in the source, but the current function is
highlighted. Blue does not show separate invocations of a single function separately.
The two versions are shown side by side in Figure 8.8, which shows a snapshot of the visualiza-
tion for a factorial program. In Labster Blue, which presents a static source conceptual model, only
one version of the code for factorial is visible. Even though it has been invoked three times, only
the most recent invocation is shown. The purple underline in main indicates that line is waiting
for a computation to finish, there is no indication of how many calls of factorial need to return
before that, except for the number of stack frames shown in the memory diagram. Finally, the code
for the fact iter function is also shown since it appears in the source code, even though it has
not currently been called.
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On the other hand, Labster Maize uses the code stack model. Instead of displaying code as it
appears in the source, a ”code stack” is used and each subcall is displayed as a separate invocation.
Each individual call to factorial is visualized, and invocations that are ”paused” are dimmed. The
precise way in which passive control flow works as the stack unwinds is naturally visualized, and
the numbers which will be multiplied into the result during the passive flow are evident. The code
for the fact iter function is not shown, since it has never been called.
8.6 Results
Several figures summarize the results from this experiment.
• Figure 8.9 shows students’ performance on the code writing question shown in Figure 8.6.
• Figure 8.10 shows students’ performance on the code writing question shown in Figure 8.7.
• Figure 8.11 shows responses to self-evaluation questions.
• Figure 8.12 shows responses to questions about the efficacy of the lab activities.
• Figure 8.13 shows responses from students in the treatment group to questions about using
Labster.
Figure 8.9: Students’ performance on code-writing task 1 on the post-lab survey after working
with Labster Blue/Maize for the “Recursion” lab in EECS 280. Students in the Blue group worked
with a static source model in Labster, while students in the Maize group worked with the code
stack model. There was no significant difference between the groups.
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Figure 8.10: Students’ performance on code-writing task 2 on the post-lab survey after working
with Labster Blue/Maize for the “Recursion” lab in EECS 280. There was no significant difference
between the groups.
Figure 8.11: Students’ confidence level after working with Labster Blue/Maize for the “Recursion”
lab in EECS 280. There was no significant difference between the groups.
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Figure 8.12: Students’ responses to questions about efficacy of the lab exercises after working with
Labster Blue/Maize for the “Recursion” lab in EECS 280. Significant results are denoted with *.
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Figure 8.13: Student responses to survey questions after using Labster after working with Labster
Blue/Maize for the “Recursion” lab in EECS 280. Significant results are denoted with *.
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Figure 8.14: EECS 280 Fall 2015 midterm question 4a. This question heavily relied on an un-
derstanding recursion, but was not directly similar to problems in the lab exercises. We compared
scores for students who had spent 1.5-2.5 hours using Labster for lab 2 (Blue n=102, Maize n=73).
Blue average: 6.1/15, Maize average: 7.8/15. The difference is significant at U=2549, z=2.108,
p=0.035. The difference was more pronounced for students who came into lab 2 with a confidence
level of 4 (Blue n=49, Maize n=35). Blue average: 5.8/15, Maize average: 8.4/15. The difference
is significant at U=515.5, z=2.046, p=0.040.
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CHAPTER 9
Experiment: Navigation Controls
It is well established that actively engaging learners is a critical component of effective program
visualization. In particular, many contemporary program visualization systems are designed to
support learner engagement at the controlled viewing level. Considerable evidence supports putting
control of the visualization in students’ hands. Intuitively, it encourages them to take a much more
active role in visualizing a program and allows them to moderate the flow of information.
However, within the realm of controlled viewing, does it matter what particular controls stu-
dents have at their disposal for navigating through the execution of a program? In this chapter, we
present an initial investigation into the impact of the navigation controls provided by a system and
how they affect student learning. We report results from an empirical evaluation of two different
versions of Labster, one with very basic controls and another with full featured navigation. Stu-
dents used the system during the “Recursion” lab. We found that for students who were moderately
confident in the material before the lab, having more navigation features led to significantly better
learning outcomes than those with only basic navigation controls. In general, students evaluated
the system and its usefulness much more favorably if full navigation features were available and
also spent more time working with the system.
9.1 The Role of Navigation in Program Visualization
The mechanisms and controls provided for navigating through the execution of a program are
an essential component in the design of interactive program visualization systems. Navigation
controls determine a wide array of characteristics for a system, including the granularity with
which students are able to move through a program, whether they are able to run it automatically
to completion, whether they are able to navigate backward as well as forward, how easily they can
navigate to an arbitrary part of the code, etc.
Our focus in this chapter is on students engaging at the controlled viewing level of direct en-
gagement and at the modified content and own content levels of content ownership. However, the
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controlled viewing mode of engagement also serves as the foundation on which higher levels of
engagement are built, and our work largely applies to those as well. For example, exercises that
have a student respond to questions about a visualization may require the student to move back
and forth through particular steps of the visualization in order to determine the answer. In another
case, a student who is presenting a visualization to others will almost certainly want to control the
execution of the visualization as well.
A benefit of sophisticated navigation is that it allows students to process a visualization at
whatever level of granularity they desire. A system which only allows navigation at a fixed level
of granularity is prohibitive to students’ ability to learn from visualization. If the granularity is
too coarse, the visualization lacks completeness [81] and students may not be able to see all the
details relevant to whatever they are studying. On the other hand, if a visualization is fixed at a very
fine level of granularity, students may be overwhelmed by unnecessary details. This is particularly
noticeable if a program contains subroutines which perform a conceptually simple task (considered
in the abstract), but whose implementation details are not relevant to a students concerns.
Navigation controls also affect which patterns of use by students are convenient. This plays into
a system’s ability to effectively support various levels of content ownership. When students work
with a fixed example, the pattern of use is likely fairly linear. A student is likely to work through the
execution of the code in-order, perhaps pausing to step backward a few times during complicated
pieces, but mostly moving incrementally forward. After the concept is initially grasped, a student
may want to restart the visualization and run through it once more to make sure they understand
what is going on.
As the level of content ownership increases toward students working with their own code, the
pattern of interaction shifts away from a linear progression through a fixed example to an iterative
process of modifying and visualizing code. Each time the code is modified, a student most likely
only wants to visualize a very particular part of their program in order to see the direct effects
of the change they made. Navigation through the code is decidedly non-linear in this case, and
certain parts of execution may be visualized much more than others. Efficient navigation tools
are essential to support this kind of interaction. If students are not quickly able to navigate to
the particular point of execution they are interested in, they may be much less likely to use the
visualization at all. Few students would put up with the tedium of stepping through the program
line-by-line from the beginning and instead will avoid using the visualization.
9.2 Navigation Features in Existing Systems
Existing visualization systems that support engagement at the controlled viewing level with own
content are too numerous to discuss individually here, but a comprehensive review can be found in
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[18] sections 5.2-5.4.
All systems that allow controlled viewing must support basic navigation features like moving
one step forward, but systems vary by whether they only allow stepping line-by-line or by fine
grained expression evaluation. An additional feature of some systems (e.g. The Teaching Machine
[95], Online Python Tutor [79], WinHIPE [72], VILLE [94], and many others) is the ability to step
backward as well as forward through a program’s execution. The review given in [18] indicates
which systems allow expression-level navigation and whether backward stepping is possible.
The ZStep 95 system [108] visualizes the execution of Lisp programs and provides a wealth of
different navigation options. Users are able to step both forward and backward in single increments
or automatically step however far is needed to reach the first state that is graphically different
from the current one with respect to the visualization. Additionally, clicking on an expression in
the program display will automatically run either forward or backward to the point at which that
expression is executed. These navigation features were evaluated heuristically for ZStep 95, but
not formally.
Many reversible debugging tools exist [118], but these generally do not incorporate a visual-
ization and the focus of such tools is often on scalability and use by experts for complex programs
rather than use for educational purposes.
9.3 Varied Navigation Controls in Labster
We investigated the impact of navigation controls by comparing groups of students who used two
different versions of the Labster system, which we will call the “Old” and “New” versions for
lack of better terms (see Figure 9.1). The “Old” version only provided three navigation buttons:
step forward, step backward, and restart. Additionally, the user could use a mouse wheel to scroll
forward or backward through several steps. The “New” Labster was an updated version of the first
and added several navigation features including buttons to step over or step out of a function call
or other language construct like a loop as well as buttons to automatically run forward at varying
speeds until the pause button is clicked. Finally, the “New” system allows users to simply click
on a statement in the code display and the visualization will automatically run either forward or
backward to the beginning of that statement’s execution.
There are also a few other differences between the Old and New versions of Labster, including
different color schemes and that the stack grows upward in one version and downward in another.
However, these changes should be trivial compared with the major overhaul of navigation func-
tionality.
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Figure 9.1: A screen capture of both versions of Labster simulating code from the Recursion lab
exercises. The “Old” version (left) only allows the user to step forward/backward one step at a time
using the buttons or by scrolling the mousewheel. The “New” version (right) offers these features
plus several additional buttons for navigation, including a way to automatically run the program at
varying speeds. Additionally, hovering the mouse over a statement reveals a link (red circles) that
will immediately run the visualization forward or backward to that point in the code, depending on
whether it has already executed or not.
9.4 Experiment
We conducted a quasi-experimental intervention during the EECS 280 “Recursion” lab in which
each group used a different version of Labster. Students during the Fall 2014 term used the “Old”
version of Labster and students during the Winter 2015 term used the “New” version. We used a
nonequivalent groups design. To ensure meaningful comparisons, we used pre and post measures
of each group and we conduct our analyses accordingly. Between terms, the lab exercises were
identical except for the version of Labster that was used. For a full discussion of our experimental
methodology, see chapter 6.
During the lab activities, students wrote several functions that used iteration, recursion, and tail
recursion. In particular, students wrote the following functions:
• An iterative function to print numbers from a recursively defined sequence.
• A recursive (trivially tail recursive) function to print numbers from a recursively defined
sequence.
• An iterative function to count the occurrences of a digit in the base ten representation of an
integer.
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Figure 9.2: Distribution of confidence scores from post-test responses, grouped according to pre-
test confidence and treatment condition.
• A recursive function to count the occurrences of a digit in the base ten representation of an
integer.
• A tail recursive function to count the occurrences of a digit in the base ten representation of
an integer.
Some of the problems given to students on the pre-lab and post-lab surveys required students
to write a code snippet or function implementation to perform a particular task. These questions
were scored according to a rubric which allowed partial credit for each conceptual piece of a
working solution. For the Recursion lab, the problems also specified whether the solution should
be written using iteration, recursion, or tail recursion. Responses that used the wrong strategy
were considered incorrect even if the code worked otherwise. We did not deduct points for poor
formatting or superfluous syntax errors. The two code-writing problems are the same as those
shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7 from chapter 8.
9.5 Results
9.5.1 Post-Lab Confidence
Figure 9.2 shows the post-lab confidence distributions for students from pre-lab confidence groups
3 and 4 according to whether students used the Old or New version of Labster. For group 3, the
difference in post-lab confidence distributions was not significant (U=9675.5, z=1.617, p=.106).
For group 4, students who had used the New version of Labster had significantly higher post-lab
confidence than those who had used the Old version (U=27414, z=4.00, p<0.0005).
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Figure 9.3: Students who used the New version of Labster tended to spend longer working with
the system during the Recursion lab week.
Figure 9.4: Pre-test scores for code-writing task 1 were not significantly different, but post-test
scores for students who had used the New version of Labster were nearly significantly better
(U=740, z=1.858, p=.063).
9.5.2 Post-Test Performance
Students were tested on a number of concept-based and code-reading questions (e.g. “does this
recursive function have a base case?”, “what does this function output?”, etc), but there were no
appreciable differences in post-test scores for any of our groups. It is not surprising that visualiza-
tion may not be as impactful for these kinds of questions. Additionally, one of the code-tracing
questions turned out to be too easy and a vast majority of students got it right on both the pre and
post tests.
Figures 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6 show performance for students from the 3 and 4 confidence groups on
post-test code-writing problems. Group 4 seemed to benefit the most from using the New version.
It is less clear that there was a difference between the Old and New versions for group 3, perhaps
because they were less poised to take advantage of the additional navigation features than the more
proficient students. A common trend for each of the code-writing questions is that the number of
zero scores is much reduced for students who used the New version, meaning fewer students were
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failing to apply the correct strategy.
Figure 9.5: Confidence group 3 students in both
terms scored similarly on code-writing task 2
on the pre-test and the post test, and the scores
on the post-test were not significantly different
(U=1454, z=.510, p=.610).
Figure 9.6: Confidence group 4 students in both
terms scored similarly on code-writing task 2
on the pre-test, but post-test scores for students
who had used the New version of Labster were
significantly better (U=4480, z=2.612, p=.009).
9.5.3 Labster Evaluation and Time Spent
The first three survey questions in Figure 9.7 essentially ask students whether using Labster was
beneficial for their learning. Students who used the New version of Labster felt much more strongly
that it had a positive impact, and this is in accordance with improved performance on code-writing
questions. The contrast between whether students felt using Labster made the lab exercises more
productive is particularly stark, perhaps because students found moving only one step at a time
in the Old version to be tedious. Students who used the New version were also more likely to
indicate they planned to use the tool again and that they would recommend it to other students
learning about recursion.
Figure 9.3 shows how much time students spent working with Labster. It turns out that students
using the New version of Labster tended to spend more time working with the system than those
with the Old version. Because students also evaluated the productivity of the New version more
favorably, a potential explanation for the discrepancy is that students may have become frustrated
with the Old version and not worked through the lab as completely.
9.6 Summary
We have shown that the navigation controls provided for engagement with a program visualization
system at the controlled viewing level can significantly affect students’ confidence, code-writing
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Figure 9.7: Post-lab survey results. Students who had used the New version of Labster found the
lab activities more effective. All results shown are statistically significant. Old n=443, New n=429.
proficiency, time spent working with the system, and evaluations of the system and activity in
which they participated. In this work, we found that a full set of navigation controls is superior to
a very basic set, but future research may take a more fine-grained approach to determine precisely
the ways in which students actually use the navigation tools given to them. Finally, innovative
navigation features like clicking part of the code to run to that location must be more fully explored
and evaluated.
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Figure 9.8: Post-lab survey results. Students who had used the New version of Labster evaluated
the system more favorably and felt more strongly that it was beneficial for their learning. Old
n=443, New n=429.
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CHAPTER 10
Discussion
In this chapter, we further discuss our individual experiments, offer interpretations of the results,
and identify general trends.
10.1 What Kinds of Learning Outcomes are Affected?
Across our experiments, a number of trends emerged concerning the types of learning outcomes
that were most sensitive to our interventions. We found significant differences in individual ex-
periments measuring students’ ability to read, understand, and write code, especially when the
questions students were asked involved a higher amount of transfer knowledge. Students’ confi-
dence and evaluation of the effectiveness of the lab activities were also affected in some cases,
depending on whether Labster was used and which conceptual models were presented. However,
measurements of students’ performance on tests of conceptual recall and static analysis of patterns
in source code did not reveal significant differences. In this section, we discuss generally where
significant results were and were not found at a high level.
10.1.1 Conceptual Recall
Throughout our experiments, the use of Labster did not significantly impact students’ performance
on tasks that tested their recall of conceptual material related to lab topics. For example, we found
no significant differences in students’ performance on questions about properties of arrays across
different interventions. This is not surprising, because the lab exercises did not target this kind of
learning at all, and even improvements between pre and post lab tests were quite small. This does
not necessarily mean that program visualization is ineffective for improving students understanding
of general programming concepts, but a more targeted selection of conceptual questions would
likely be needed to expose such an effect. For example, a question about the nature of references
or of value semantics might well be affected by the use of the visualization, because a concrete
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conceptual model grounds these concepts and provides students with experiences that illustrate the
way they work.
10.1.2 Code Reading
We found no significant differences in students’ ability to analyze code in a static fashion (i.e.
without mental tracing). For example, our interventions did not have an effect on students’ ability
to determine whether a given function was tail recursive, even though Labster was able to provide
explanations to students of why functions they wrote were or were not tail recursive. An intuitive
explanation for the lack of impact here is that the core benefit of a visualization tool like Labster,
providing a view into the notional machine that otherwise works as a black-box to students, is not
crucial for understanding static properties of source code. Patterns in source code, like whether a
function is tail recursive or not, are regularly accessible to students without the need for a visualiza-
tion system. Consequentially there is much less room for a tool like Labster to make a difference.
This intuition is supported by our data, which shows that students are able to perform very well on
questions testing static analysis of source code, regardless of the use of Labster.
We did find some measures of students’ ability to read code revealed significant differences.
Students’ ability to predict the outcome of code snippets with expressions involving arrays and
pointers was found to be improved by using Labster compared to students who had completed the
same activities without the tool. Completing this exercise correctly required students to mentally
trace through the dynamic execution of code, which is different than several of our other code-
reading exercises (e.g. ”Is this function tail recursive?”) for which an approach based on matching
patterns in source code would be fairly successful. Intuitively, exercises that require students to ac-
tually “run” their mental models of the notional machine should be more sensitive to improvements
in those models, and this trend is reflected in our results.
10.1.3 Code Writing
We found that students’ performance was significantly different on only some of our tests of code
writing ability. In our comparison of navigation controls, only one of the two code writing tasks
given to students revealed a significant difference (and only for the subset of students with relatively
high confidence). This question required students to write a recursive version of an iteratively
implemented function, whereas the one that did not show a difference asked students to implement
a recursive function based on given pseudocode. Arguably, performance on the question in which
students had to determine the recursive structure would more truly reflect students understanding
of recursive code, whereas translating an algorithm that is spelled out already does not depend
heavily on students mental model of how recursion actually works at runtime.
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In our comparison of the code stack and static source models of subcall execution, however,
none of the code writing questions given to students directly after the lab activities showed signifi-
cant differences. One of these was the same question that had shown a significant difference based
on the version of navigation controls. The code students needed to write followed a pattern quite
similar to other exercises students had worked through during the lab activities, and it may be that
as long as students were able to complete the lab adequately, students could apply the same coding
patterns to answer the question. Thus, this question would be sensitive to whether students were
able to complete the lab exercises adequately, even if it is not as sensitive to how well they really
understand recursion. Very basic navigation controls may well have interfered with students ability
to work through the lab exercises. Our personal experience with students during the experiment
suggests this was the case, as well as their less positive evaluation of the exercises and the Labster
system. This was evidently not the case with different conceptual models of subcall execution, as
students were able to answer similar questions equally well regardless of the model they worked
with. There was a significant difference in performance on a midterm question involving recursion
between groups who had worked with the code stack and static source models. This question in-
volved a much greater degree of transfer than other code writing questions, and is discussed further
in the next section.
10.1.3.1 Transfer Questions and Implications
Throughout our experiments, the general trend is that questions involving a high amount of knowl-
edge transfer were more likely to be significantly impacted by students use of Labster. A transfer
question is one that relies on the underlying conceptual knowledge students are tasked with learn-
ing, but for which the problem solving process is not essentially the same as for questions students
have seen previously. Transfer questions allow us to better judge whether meaningful learning has
taken place, because they cannot be answered with a fragile schema developed to understand the
very narrow group of exercises students have directly worked with in the past. For our specific pur-
poses, a transfer question involving code reading and/or writing should be difficult to answer if the
student has not developed a viable mental model of the notional machine that can be generalized
to reason about novel problems.
As mentioned previously, tests of students’ conceptual recall or ability to analyze source code
in a static fashion (i.e. without mental tracing) did not reveal statistically significant differences
between our interventions. These kinds of questions involve a very low degree of transfer, because
they essentially rely on the memorization of specific facts, rules, or patterns. Once these are
presented to students, it is hard to design questions that probe an understanding of the notional
machine but are difficult to answer just by rote memorization.
In our comparison of the code stack and static source conceptual models of subcall execution
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during recursion lab exercises, we found no significant difference in students’ performance on post-
test code-writing questions that were similar to the linear recursive problems they had solved during
the exercises. It is plausible that students efforts to answer these questions were dominated by an
application of a schema learned to write specific patterns of source code rather than a fundamental
understanding of recursion. However, there was a significant difference in students performance
on a midterm question that required the use of recursion to process trees - something drastically
different than the linear recursive functions students had written during the lab activities. This
question involves a much higher amount of transfer, because it relies on the same foundational
knowledge (i.e. how function calls and recursion work) as previously seen examples, but applied
in a fundamentally different way.
10.1.4 Student Confidence and Subjective Evaluation
We found that students who used Labster during the Arrays and Pointers Lab had improved confi-
dence with the material compared to those who had done the same exercises without the tool, and
also felt more strongly that the lab exercises were effective. Additionally, we found that certain
aspects of different versions of Labster produced significant differences in these same outcomes.
In particular, these outcomes were drastically improved for students who had access to full navi-
gation controls over those with only very basic controls. In our comparison of the code stack and
static source models of recursion, we also found the code stack tended to produce more positive
outcomes, but only some questions were individually statistically significant. At a high-level, the
implications are that using a program visualization and the design of that visualization can improve
students’ confidence.
Generally, increases in objective measures of understanding (e.g. performance on code read-
ing/writing problems) were accompanied by increases in subjective measures of confidence and
more positive evaluations of the lab activities and Labster itself. The converse was not as uni-
formly true, but in each of our investigations at least one objective measure showed a significant
difference to parallel improvements in students’ subjective experience. A possible explanation for
the relatively higher sensitivity of our subjective measures is that students are fairly well cognizant
of their level of understanding or how much it was improved by educational activities, but it is
more difficult to design objective measures that truly probe this understanding, especially if the
improvements are small or incremental.
A potential objection to the validity of our subjective measures of learning is that students may
simply feel like they should have learned more when engaging in an educational activity that is
perceived as new or innovative. This could certainly the case for using program visualization. Stu-
dents would not necessarily even be aware of this effect, as they may legitimately feel like they
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have gained greater understanding, especially because visualization ostensibly provides insights
that have not been seen before, even if they are not internalized by the student. Students may feel
like they finally have an insight into how code works, but when not working in Labster still have
difficulties visualizing execution in their head. However, in each of our interventions, the detection
of improvements in objective performance suggest the subjective improvements are based in le-
gitimate learning. Additionally, in our experiments comparing difference conceptual models, both
groups used the Labster system. Any effect due to the novelty of using a visualization system
should affect both groups similarly, yet we still found significant and often large differences.
10.2 The Impact of Student Confidence
Across several of our experiments, students who came into the lab with a higher level of confidence
were more sensitive to the aspect of the visualization that was varied. We identified two groups of
students based on whether they reported an average confidence level of 3 or 4 (on a scale of 1 to
5) on the pre-lab survey. We often found significant results for the group of students with pre-lab
confidence level 4, but not for the group with pre-lab confidence level 3.
In our investigation of navigation controls, students who entered the lab with confidence level
4 had significantly higher confidence after working with the version of Labster that had a full suite
of navigation controls than those who worked with minimal controls, but the same effect was not
present for students with pre-lab confidence level 3. Additionally, only those students with pre-lab
confidence 4 showed a significant benefit from fuller navigation controls in their performance on
post-lab code-writing tasks. In our experiment comparing different conceptual models of recursion,
we also found that although the code stack model helped all students perform better on a difficult
transfer question, the difference was more pronounced for students with higher confidence.
One potential explanation is that weaker students may just not be able to integrate the ex-
periences they have with the visualization into their current understanding quickly enough. The
knowledge construction process is one of incremental refinement, and the current state of a stu-
dent’s mental model of the notional machine serves as the starting point for learning. Students
coming into an educational activity with a less developed mental model may simply need more
time interacting with a program visualization in order to make significant progress toward a viable
mental model. Especially in tests of programming ability, the difference in performance between
students with viable and non-viable understanding is vast - often the code they write simply works
correctly or it does not. It is harder to detect whether one non-viable understanding is in some way
worse than another based only on a student’s code as a product of that understanding.
On the other hand, confidence did not influence whether a significant difference was found
in the way students evaluated the effectiveness of the lab activities or the Labster system itself.
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Of course, we can also make no meaningful claim about whether confidence affected students’
sensitivity to our interventions when there were no significant differences found at all.
10.2.1 Adding Training Wheels to Labster
Another possible explanation for the smaller benefits of using Labster observed in less confident
students is that they may have been more easily overwhelmed by the visualization. If the less
confident students tended to have weaker understandings of the notional machine before working
with Labster, they would not as readily be able to process and incorporate information from the
visualization. In particular, they may not know what to pay attention to, or may not be able to
determine the optimal way to work through the execution of a program or identify particular points
of interest throughout the course of the visualization. For example, students could be tripped up
by clicking on the wrong navigation button, which might take them to a point of execution they
didn’t intend to view and require a lot of time to get back on track. A potential approach for
addressing these concerns would be to add “training wheels” [119] to Labster in order to prevent
beginning users or students who are less confident from running into complexities that could hinder
the effectiveness of the visualization.
It would be possible to reduce the variety of navigation controls offered by Labster in an attempt
to simplify the interface presented to new users. Some of the advanced navigation buttons could
cause confusion if used accidentally or incorrectly, especially those that perform larger jumps
in execution (e.g. ”step over” or ”step out”). However, evidence from our study of navigation
controls suggests a careful approach is necessary. In our experiments, a very basic control scheme
was clearly frustrating to users, since they evaluated the lab exercises and Labster itself much less
positively than those using full controls. Further work is needed to investigate which controls were
most often used by students with the full interface, and to determine which were sorely missed by
those with the basic controls. A more measured approach than completely blocking these actions
could be taken, either by asking for confirmation before significantly large jumps in navigation or
providing an “undo” mechanism in case of accidental navigation.
Another possibility would be to only offer a larger step grain to new users of the system, but this
is at odds with the principles of completeness and continuity as well as the general goal of illumi-
nating the inner workings of the notional machine. Changing the step grain to the statement level,
for example, hides many important details of how code actually works. Another, more nuanced ap-
proach would be to strategically hide individual steps for more complex operations. Seeing all the
individual steps for these operations may be unproductive or even overwhelming for novice pro-
grammers who do not have a mental model of the notional machine that is well-developed enough
to appropriately frame their nuances. For example, the step-by-step evaluation of each piece of a
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print statement may not be important for novice programmers, yet it increases both the size and
complexity of the visualization. Future studies could attempt to assess the relevance of each step
in a visualization and also evaluate the impact when the least relevant are omitted.
Finally, we can also consider adding “training wheels” instead to the conceptual models and
representations presented by Labster. While our individual experiments found no specific evidence
that certain conceptual models were most effective for one group of students but not for another,
it make intuitive sense that hiding details could be helpful in some cases. As educators, we often
provide students with simplified representations in order to provide intuition, streamline learning,
or temporarily hide away tricky details. Full details can be provided once students have become
accustomed to the concepts at hand and have built a foundation on which more complex under-
standing can be constructed. For example, some of these considerations are already built into the
way Labster displays the contents of memory. By default, some objects in memory (e.g. string
literals, temporary objects, globals not created by the user) are hidden from students because they
clutter up the display and get in the way of what students actually want to focus on. Additional
options could also be provided for advanced users to access a display of this memory, but the key
is to present a manageable view for students. A future investigation comparing Labster’s current
approach with a more complete view of memory would be a good first step toward quantifying the
impact of these training wheels.
10.3 Code-Context Visualization in Labster
One of the major design decisions in Labster’s visualization of the notional machine is to use
a dynamic representation of the code itself as concrete and authentic medium for visualization
and interaction. We call this approach code-context visualization. It can be contrasted against
the use of visual metaphors or other abstract representations in many contemporary visualization
systems. While these can be used to convey the conceptual models behind programming concepts
to students, students attempting to understand and write real programs will be reading and writing
actual code rather than working with visual metaphors or abstract representations.
The approach of code-context visualization is wherever possible to “bring the code to life” to
illustrate execution. This naturally applies to our model of “in situ” expression evaluation. Instead
of showing expression evaluation using abstract graphics or in a separate evaluation area, we sim-
ply rewrite the terms of an expression directly in-place as it executes piece by piece. The code
stack model of subcall execution also follows the principle, because we simply display another
instance of the code for each function call that is made and stack them up in parallel to the set of
stack frames in memory.
These two specific examples of code-context visualization complement each other well. If
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students are working with a program that has made several function calls, the context to which
each call in the code stack will return is made evident by the presence of expressions that have
been partially evaluated in-situ. For example, in a recursive call chain, students are easily able to
discern which computations have been or will be performed by each different call in the recursive
call chain. The visualization gives them all the information needed to reason about the way each
individual invocation of the function contributes to an overall recursive computation. The results of
our experimental investigations, which show that both the code stack model and “in situ” expres-
sion evaluation can positively impact learning, provide initial pieces of support for code-context
visualization as a general design principle in program visualization.
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CHAPTER 11
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we have investigated several design choices in program visualization systems
with the goal of illuminating the notional machine so that students may learn from richer, more
meaningful experiences running the programs they write.
To achieve this, we created the Labster program visualization system, which has served both as
an educational tool and a platform for our experimental investigations into program visualization
techniques. The Labster system brings together successful approaches previously described in the
program visualization literature, but also includes several novel techniques like “in situ” expres-
sion evaluation, the code stack model of subcall execution, “point+click” navigation controls, and
static/dynamic analysis for improved feedback about the behavior of students’ code.
We integrated interactive exercises using Labster into the coursework for EECS 280, and stud-
ied students experiences with the system and its impact on their learning. Overall, we found that
using the tooWe report results from an ongoing evaluation in this context through a large-scale be-
tween subjects quasi-experiment. Students’ response to the system has been positive, and results
show using the tool has a significant impact on students’ learning outcomes. In particular, students
who used Labster showed improvements in confidence and tests of code-tracing proficiency over
those who completed the same learning activities without visualization.
We also found that the navigation controls available to students can have a profound impact
on their learning experiences. In a comparison between very basic single-step forward/backward
navigation and a full fleged set of controls, we found the full featured version to be superior.
Students who worked with full navigation controls showed improved performance on tests of code-
writing proficiency, were more confident in their understanding, viewed the lab exercises as more
effective, and gave more positive reviews of the Labster system.
Students who worked with Labster’s code stack model of subcall execution evaluated the sys-
tem more positively and had improved performance on an exam question concerning recursion
compared to students who had worked with the static source model used in many contemporary
visualization systems. This, as well as the effectiveness of “in-situ” expression evaluation for
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improving students code-tracing abilities suggest the general design principle of code-context vi-
sualization and its use in Labster are promising.
Finally, the educational impact we were able to detect in our study is made more impressive by
the fact that interaction with Labster was only a very small part of the instruction given to students
in the course. For example, students’ ability to write recursive code on the midterm exam drew on
their experiences in lecture, working on projects, asking questions in office hours, and studying on
their own. Despite all these other influences, there was still a significant difference in performance
depending on the version of Labster students used.
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